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WISHLIST OR REALITY?: THE COMMITTEE ON THE FUTURE OF THE
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM AND ITS REPORT,
TOWARD THE YEAR 2000
ABSTRACT
This study analyzes the Committee on the Future of the
Virginia Community College System and its report, Toward the
Year 2000: The Future of the Virginia Community College
System, to determine if the committee product is an
effective report that identified pertinent issues and is
still used as a basis for planning.

Research on the role of

commission work in higher education indicates a dearth in
scholarship about the subject.

This study is conducted

through an ethnographic examination of the committee process
and an hermeneutic study of the report.
Laurence Marcus'

Janet Johnson and

(1986) model for commission effectiveness

is utilized to test the committee's impact.

Through its

application to the VCCS committee and report, additional
elements of commission effectiveness have been identified.
Evidence from this study indicates that the
committee's charrette process was expedient and effective
for garnering input.

Similarly, Toward the Year 2000 proved

to have identified many pertinent planning issues for the
VCCS through the 1990s which have not been derailed by
subsequent higher education planning efforts in Virginia.
ELIZABETH HINTON CROWTHER
HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY IN VIRGINIA
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WISHLIST OR REALITY?: THE COMMITTEE ON THE FUTURE OF THE
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEM AND ITS REPORT,
TOWARD THE YEAR 2000

Chapter 1
Introduction
"When no rain came, primitive people danced.
When test scores fall, contemporary people
appoint commissions."
Terrence Deal
Introduction:
One higher education practitioner has said that "trying
to change a university is like rearranging a cemetery"
(Nordvall, p. 7);

another community college colleague quips

that leading faculty to innovate is like "trying to herd
cats."

Truly, many people in higher education and the

general public recognize the need to re-evaluate approaches
to learning,

teaching, and funding in American higher

education in the 1990s, but getting consensus on issues and
momentum for moving ahead with change are challenges.
The blue ribbon commission or committee has been
popular since the early 1900s as a means by which to outline
issues in, diagnose ills of, and recommend actions for
higher education in America.

By definition, a "blue ribbon"

commission or committee is composed of eminent individuals
with diverse backgrounds and interests and is usually
charged by the appointing agency, legislature, governor, or
foundation "to investigate and/or recommend changes in
structures,

functions, origins, or processes"

2

(Johnson &

Marcus, p. iv).

It is also given a predetermined lifespan,

as well as staff and funds to help with its project
& Marcus,

1986; Hines,

(Johnson

1988) .

Blue ribbon commissions or committees may be charged
with recommending a plan to work the system out of a
particular crisis, responding to public and internal concern
about how to adjust to changing times and expectations,
studying a range of concerns

(Johnson & Marcus,

1986), or

providing a vision for higher education (Hines, 1988).
is generally agreed that commissions

It

("commission" and

"committee" may be used interchangeably for purposes of this
paper) are quite helpful at defining issues, expanding
dialogue on those issues,

and providing impetus for new

directions.

additionally, spread the onusof

Commissions,

unpopular, but often advisable, recommendations, taking the
heat off of particular governors, legislatures, or agencies.
The work invested by commission members --which should
include educators, citizens, and legislators--can give the
impression of bipartisanship, and should lead to a
"foundation

for the acceptance of final recommendations"

(Johnson & Marcus, p. 13).
The impact of such commissions can

be traced through a

history of government and foundation reports that clearly
led to development of current trends in higher education.
For instance,

in 1929, President Hoover appointed the

National Advisory Committee on education to study the
federal role in education;

this group recommended general

federal support for education.

Enrollment growth in higher

education after World War II prompted President Truman to
appoint a commission to make recommendations for improvement
in the system.

The ensuing report, six volumes entitled

Higher Education For Democracy published in 1947, called for
universal access to higher education, influenced the growth
of community colleges, and opened the discussion that
eventually led to legislation ending discrimination and
racial quotas in education.

Similarly,

foundation reports

have highlighted important issues and precipitated
In the past twenty years, for example,

change.

the Carnegie

Foundation alone has published a plethora of commission
reports dealing with the curriculum, student demographics,
leadership, and faculty.

Concerns and recommendations from

these reports have been echoed in state and national
commission reports and have influenced policy and practice
on the state and institution

levels.

Statement of the Problem:
Obviously, commission reports are neither legislation
nor mandate. They do, nonetheless, provide:
1)

an excellent mechanism for defining the issues and
problems that must be addressed in higher education;

2)
3)

a forum for introducing new ideas;
a broad-based platform which culls expertise from many
sources and spreads the onus of unpopular tenets;

4)

a strategy for planning when issues are urgent;

5)

a means of stimulating discussion which may lead to
action on issues;

6)

a "less threatening avenue for change"

(Johnson &

Marcus, p. 52) than agency mandate or legislation; and
7)

a means of developing consensus.

A critic of commissions, Paul Peterson of the Brookings
Institute, has allowed that, despite some inadequacies,
commission reports "have 'had a profound effect' on the
national education debate"

(Johnson & Marcus, p. 65).

Commissions are an important part of the organizational
life of higher education, yet beyond recognizing their value
in defining issues and strategies and promoting discussion,
educators are not entirely certain of how they bring about
change.

To date, only one independent study of actual

commissions has been done, a dissertation project by Janet
R. Johnson in 1982.

Janet R. Johnson and Laurence Marcus

detailed a model for what makes an effective commission,
derived from that dissertation work,

in Blue Ribbon

Commissions and Higher Education: Changing Academe From the
Outside

(1986).

Paul Peterson (1983) and Brad Mitchell

(1987) have commented on roles they perceived commissions
play in the higher education system.

Other researchers

briefly mention the commission as a piece in the policyformation pie

(Hines, 1988; Bok, 1983).

Importance of This Topic;
The dearth of studies, or even in-depth commentary
about the commission role in higher education,

is

paradoxical, considering the profusion of national,
and foundation commission reports.

state,

There is one single

study of how particular commissions work in the realm of
higher education (Johnson, 1982), yet commission activity
has proliferated in America since the turn of this century.
Virtually all presidents since Hoover have commissioned
studies of higher education that have affected financing,
access, and curriculum.

The Rockefeller Foundation (1948),

the U.S Office of Education (1960), and the Carnegie
Foundation (1973, 1978, 1981) have made recommendations
affecting government financing for higher education and
direct assistance to students.
twenty years,
1981),

Similarly, within the last

the Carnegie Foundation (1972, 1973, 1978,

the National Commission on Excellence in Education

(1983), the American Association of Community and Junior
Colleges

(1988), and all states have utilized commissions or

committees to recommend competencies and curricular
directions; plan for enrollment growth, diversification, and
workforce competition; encourage innovation and reform; and
provide a vision for higher education services for the 21st
century.

Johnson and Marcus

(1986) add that "creation of

numerous state coordinating boards was a product of special
commissions"

(p. i v ) .

Commission and committee reports have become a staple
of higher education planners and policy-makers, yet,

"little

has been written regarding the total number of these
commissions and their effectiveness"

(Johnson & Marcus,

p. iv) .

Research for this study indicates that, while

commission use is proliferating, no one seems too concerned
about assuring how effective a mechanism it is for
initiating and exacting results.

Is the commission becoming

a formality of the higher education planning process,

taken

for granted as a necessary component for justifying the
views of a constituency?

Do educators take for granted that

a commission study must precede any change in structure,
function, or program?

Lack of research activity on

commissions should make educators a bit nervous,

since the

commission is such an important part of the planning process
in higher education.

Since 1965, all governors in all

states have commissioned groups to study higher education
issues and make recommendations.

Any occasion to evaluate

any commission work is an important step in this topical
desert.
Research Question and Hypotheses:
This study analyzes the Committee on the Future of the
Virginia Community College System and its report, Toward the
Year 2000: The Future of the Virginia Community College
System, to determine if the committee product is an
effective report that identified pertinent issues and is
used still as a basis for planning.

This study concentrates

on the Virginia Community College System's

(VCCS) report for

several reasons: 1) it is a manageable study which satisfies
the author's personal interest in the community college
system, as well as in change issues;

2) the VCCS utilized

an innovative technique (the charrette)

in a specific

attempt to translate Building Communities, a 1988 AACJC
vision document,

into action at the state level;

3) the

community colleges and/or systems are now faced with
dramatic change; therefore, a study of one prominent change
instrument is warranted.
The question driving the research is:
Were the Committee on the Future of the Virginia
Community College System and its resultant report,
Toward the Year 2000: The Future of the Virginia
Community College System, presented in November 1988,
effectively constructed to provide a planning base for
action and change in community college programs,
teaching, and leadership?
Hypotheses are as follows:
1)

Conformity with certain of Johnson & Marcus'

(1986)

elements of effectiveness does contribute to success in
this committee's project.
2)

The committee work process is effective, according to a
definition that expands Johnson & Marcus'

(1986)

elements of effectiveness to involve a) intensive
concentration on issues through the charrette meeting
technique, and b) inclusion of all practitioners
through the topic paper solicitation.
3)

The committee's report, Toward the Year 2000: The
Future of the Virginia Community College System, is
effective in that recommendations are clear, well-

documented, logical, and compelling, and it is used as
a basis for further planning efforts for the Virginia
Community College System.
4)

Recommendations in Toward the Year 2000 are
predominantly supported by subsequent higher education
reports and plans for Virginia, although funding may
not have kept pace with these plans.

Research Approach:

This study examines the effectiveness of

the Committee on the Future of the Virginia Community
College System, the Committee of 100, and its report, Toward
the Year 2000: The Future of the Virginia Community College
System, through ethnographic examination of the committee
process and an hermeneutic study of the report itself.
Johnson's elements of effective commissions provides a
starting point for the analysis.

The Johnson and Marcus

model is compelling, although its focus is on the commission
composition and meeting logistics and less on the report.
goal of this study is to flesh out the void in Johnson and
Marcus's model by examining aspects of the commission
product to determine more fully how the text contributes to
commission influence.

After all, it is the report that

exists for the public and for planners; the text is pointed
to for strengths and weaknesses of effort long after the
committee has dispersed.
Ethnography of the committee process discloses who was
chosen for the Committee and why, relates the charge,

A
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examines the topic paper-charrette process, and assesses the
effect of the process on the report and subsequent advocacy.
Textual analysis supplies much of the information for
the study.

The report, Toward the Year 2000, is replete

with problem descriptions and contains 74 recommendations
for action (see Appendix A, Figure 1).

The analysis

examines the legacy provided by previous commission reports,
which have highlighted issues still prominent in higher
education.

The 1988 American Association of Community and

Junior Colleges'

(AACJC) report, Building Communities: A

Vision for A Mew Century, is especially important to this
legacy, because one charge for the Committee of 100 was to
interpret the vision of Building Communities for the
Commonwealth of Virginia.

This study will then review the

1990 Commission on the University for the 21st Century in
Virginia report, The Case for Change, the Virginia Community
College System document, Focus for the 1990s, and selected
subsequent reports and plans, to determine if the overall
vision for the higher education agenda in Virginia supports
or derails the vision and issues espoused in Toward the Year

2000 .
Definitions and Assumptions:
This study uses the terms "blue ribbon commission,"
"commission," and "committee" synonymously.

The Committee

on the Future of the Community College in Virginia is the
twelve-member committee charged with establishing a planning
document for the VCCS.

"The Committee of 100" is composed
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of 100 members from community colleges and other agencies
across the state who participated in the charrette and,
thereby, gave substance to the document.
in the study are defined as follows:
College System, VCCS;
Virginia,

SCHEV;

Acronyms appearing

Virginia Community

State Council for Higher Education in

American Association of Community and

Junior Colleges, AACJC.
The charrette technique used by the Virginia Community
College Committee of 100 in 1988 will be detailed more fully
in Chapter 4, but the charrette may be defined as a method
of work used for finishing a project within a specified
amount of time.

The term ethnography as used in this

investigation refers to "a picture of the way of life"
(Jaeger, p. 188) of a group in a process,

the significance

of which "is derived socially, not statistically,

from

discerning how ordinary people in particular settings make
sense of the experience of their everyday lives"
p. 191).

(Jaeger,

Similarly, the term "hermeneutics," as it applies

to the textual analysis, means interpretation or explanation
for the text.
This study does not survey each college in the Virginia
Community College System for evidence of implementation of
recommendations from the Toward the Year 2000 document.
This investigation suggests that such action may be a next
logical step in the evaluation of the commission process.
The primary goal of the study is to examine the process used
to produce the report and the text itself to determine how

12
well the product is designed to plan for change.
Contributions to Knowledge:
As it was posited earlier in this paper,

there is

dreadful little original research done on the role and
effectiveness of the commission in higher education planning
and policy-making.

This study is designed primarily to

accomplish three things.

First, this study adds to the

active studies of commission functions by concurrently
accenting the value of the report’s text and expanding
Johnson and Marcus' model for effective commissions.
Second, the study raises awareness in Virginia--through
informed activity, discussion, and investigation--of
expectations for this kind of committee activity.

Third,

the study may spark interest in further study at the
institution, or even agency, level to find out if the
usefulness of the committee in higher education justifies
the costs of the exercise.
If the hypotheses are accurate,

this study will also

encourage practitioners in higher education in Virginia to
feel good about having devised a vision and plan that is
changing the institutions in which they work and learn.
Organization of the Study;
Chapter 2 provides perspective from literature on
commission activity that led to the conception of this
study.

The literature that discusses commission products

and evaluates their successes is sparse, so this chapter
sets up the criticisms that guide an analysis of the
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Committee on the Future of the Virginia Community Colleges'
process and the product, Toward the Year 2000.
Chapter 3 describes the research approach used, defines
terms crucial to the study, and delineates investigative
assumptions, limitations and weaknesses.

The findings of

the study are discussed in Chapter 4, which relates the
committee's charge and evaluates the charrette technique and
the committee report.

Chapter 5 presents conclusions about

the study and suggestions for further research on the topic.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
"There is less happening here than meets the eye."
Groucho Marx
Condition of Commission Literature:
This study of commission activity was provoked by a
dearth in discussion about the role of commissions in higher
education change and by an ambivalence in higher education
literature about the value of their products.
Johnson's

Except for

(1982) research on the number and effectiveness of

commission reports at the state level, for instance, other
studies amount to observations and perceptions based on
overviews of commission reports.

The purpose of this study

is to evaluate a specific committee's work--the Committee on
the Future of the Community College in Virginia and its
document, Toward the Year 2000--to see how it defies or
confirms observations in the literature and to see how a
study of its work can add to the quality of literature on
commission activity in higher education.
To date, the literature on higher education commissions
and their reports discloses an almost dichotomous heritage,
including receptions from incredulity to excitement.
Bok

(1986), for example,

Derek

says "influences from outside the

campus have a positive but limited effect on teaching and
15
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education"

(p. 183), but he also contends that "occasionally

a thoughtful critique," such as a commission report,
remarkably effective in bringing reform"

"is

(p. 182).

A reason for diverse receptions may be that the
contexts are different under which various reports are
produced.
century,

One of the earlier commission reports in this
for instance, Abraham Flexner's 1910 report on the

status of medical education, recommended that current
medical academies be abolished and medical education be
attached to the universities.

The report was controversial

at its printing but was later hailed as bringing needed
reform.

In retrospect, however, John R. Thelin (1993) urges

one to be careful of assuming a direct cause-effect
relationship between the Flexner report and restructured
medical education.

As he points out, academicians now have

the perspective to see that "economic conditions rather than
the Flexner reform report"

(p. 42) seem to have been the

largest force in breaking up the older model for medical
education.
It is not that Thelin doubts the merit of commission
reports;

indeed, he believes that "commission reports play

an important role in the institutional life of higher
education"

(personal conversation, October 1992).

But, as

this study contends, the dynamics and effects of commission
activities are seriously under-studied areas.

No one quite

knows how the recommendations will be received or results
manifested after the commission members go home and the

17
report is distributed.

And other factors such as economics

or demographics may have as much impact on outcomes as do
report recommendations.
Commission Background, 1910-1970:
In 1930, C.W. Mendell noted that commission reports are
a "favorite amusement of the American public"

(p. 735).

This statement may indicate either that the reports held
high symbolic significance or that they were an amusement to
be forgotten;

however,

even using the weakest example, one

can believe that issues are at least being discussed and
"questions are being thoughtfully considered"
p. 11).

(Peterson,

Perhaps one reason the earlier reports received as

much mixed reception is that they did not appear as
frequently as they do today.

Historically, higher education

change seemed to take place within institutions before the
turn of the century, not outside.

By contrast, management

of public higher education at this half of the century is
more centralized, with institutions more tied to state
councils of education who vie for funds and mandate
curricular and operational changes for the institutions.

To

highlight that change in context, the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education (1972) notes,

"the greatest transformations

of 1970 to 2000 may occur almost as much outside the central
core of higher education as those of 1870-1900 took place
inside it"

(p. viii).

The commissions usually function a
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step removed from the institutions, normally appointed by a
state agency or legislature, a governor, or a foundation.
On the national front, almost two decades after the
Flexner Report, President Hoover's National Advisory
Committee on Education (1929) recommended that the federal
government expand its general support for higher education,
thereby pushing federal involvement further into an area
traditionally handled by the states.

Federal concern hit an

apex in 1947, when the Truman Commission published its six
volume report, Higher Education for American Democracy. This
report called for increased federal support for facilities
and scholarships to handle the enrollment growth in colleges
and universities.

Its ground-breaking plea for elimination

of racial and religious discrimination in admissions, and
recommendations supporting universal access to some form of
higher education,

led to legislation such as Brown v. Board

of Education, Topeka, Kansas and catapulted growth of the
community college system.
debate;

The commission definitely stirred

Life noted:

President Truman wants colleges for practically
everybody while Father Gammon of Fordham says this
would suffocate our ed\icators with 'tides of
mediocrity.' In between the extremes there are a
hundred compromises, combinations, and permutations;
U.S. education is rich in experiment if nothing else.
(7 Jun 1948, p.46)
Each administration that succeeded Truman's has commissioned
its own stud(ies) of higher education, as have the
Rockefeller,

Sloan, Carnegie, and other private foundations.

19
The legacy from commission work during this early period
pioneered:
1)

general federal assistance to higher education, and
direct assistance to students in the form of
scholarships;

2)

attempts to make the curriculum more relevant and less
restrictive; and

3)

acknowledgement that access for all who would like to
attend higher education is an element that the
government should help to achieve,

for the sake of

society rather than that of the individual.
In Virginia, particularly during the 1960s, commission
activity was helping to build from this federal and private
legacy toward the state's own coordinated system of higher
education.

In 1956, the General Assembly established the

State Council of Higher Education so that Virginia statesupported institutions would "constitute a coordinated
system"

(Vaughan, p. 11).

That Council,

in 1959,

commissioned a study by S.V. Martorana which was to be one
of the first investigations to recommend very specific
objectives for establishing community colleges in Virginia.
Martorana recommended that two-year community colleges be
established:
1)

that were comprehensive and community-serving;

2)

that emphasized guidance and counseling;

3)

that were under SCHEV management; and
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4)

for which the localities bore the cost of the site and
its development for a campus.

(Vaughan, 1987, p. 15)

This commission failed to produce results, because the
General Assembly did not pass a bill creating a state system
of community colleges.

The 1962 Slaughter Commission,

however, again recommended a system of comprehensive
community colleges in Virginia as a response to what it
deemed to be a crisis need to train workers for new
industrial jobs locating in the state.

The alarm issued by

the Slaughter Commission spurred the Virginia General
Assembly in 1964 to authorize the Virginia Higher Education
Study Commission, which considered a comprehensive community
college system the "highest priority"
p. 33).

Subsequently,

(Vaughan, 1987,

the General Assembly passed

legislation in 1966 to create a state-supported system of
comprehensive community colleges and a State Board for
Community Colleges.

This commission activity not only

helped commit the state to ideals such as access and
relevant education for the masses,

it also made more

prominent a tradition of commission use by the legislature.
Commission Activity, 1971-1992:
The Carnegie Commissions on Higher Education and Policy
Studies burst into the 1970s with reports designed to
address pertinent issues in planning for the end of the
century.

Highlighted in their Reform On Campus

(1972),

Priorities for Action (1973), and Three Thousand Futures
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(19 81) are the issues of matching program diversity with
increasing student diversity, attaining better funding, and
accenting program quality, productivity, and effectiveness.
The commission producing Reform On Campus

(1972) was

charged with creating a vision for higher education for the
remainder of this century.

Over twenty years after Reform

On Campus's publication, Virginia

(and other states')

commissions still find its recommendations pertinent to
higher education situations:
1)

plan for diversity in programs to accommodate diverse
constituents;

2)

provide a broad learning experience through general
education offerings;

3)

provide a relevant curriculum,

including world

cultures, etc.;
4)

reward good teaching;

5)

create "learning center" libraries;

6)

counsel and advise students to

7)

reassess graduate education;

8)

reduce attrition;

provide students with opportunities for community
service; and

9)

encourage innovation through changed funding formulas
and reward structures,

(pp. 35-61)

These items are reflected in the recent VCCS documents,
Toward the Year 2000

(1988) and Focus for the 1990s

(1992),

as well as SCHEV documents, The Case for Change (1989), The
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Virginia Plants)

for Higher Education, and the 1993 Report

to the Governor and General Assembly.
In Priorities for Action (1973), the Carnegie
Commission encourages movement on the objectives listed
above, but further highlights recruitment of female and
minority faculty and assurance of equal access and
opportunity for students.

This document delineates the

states' and federal government's responsibilities in meeting
the objectives by asking each to provide the following:
States

Federal Government

- access

- opportunity grants

- funding

- major

research support

- coordination

- funds

for innovation

Three Thousand Futures

(1981) clarifies these areas of

responsibility further, noting that the states must assure
quality, balance, integrity, productivity,
dynamism in higher education.

leadership, and

They should provide an

adaptable curriculum, support basic research, and preserve
private colleges.

These items are also addressed in

subsequent state commission reports, such as Virginia's
Toward the Year 2000.
In 1980, for instance, the California Postsecondary
Education Commission was charged by the state to stimulate
discussion on some of these dominant issues "by projecting
and identifying societal and educational needs and
encouraging adaptability to change"

(CPEC, preface)

through
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publication of a series of topic papers.

California

addressed similar issues in 1980 that Virginia was to
address in 1988: 1) meeting demands of increasing diversity
in higher education, and 2) making curricular and budget
choices to enable the higher education institutions to
educate students well while under tough fiscal
circumstances.
One report from this group, Missions and Functions of
the California Community Colleges, Commission Report 81-14,
isolated action on pertinent community college issues:
providing remediation,

improving secondary school and

transfer articulation, assuring quality general education,
and providing relevant occupational preparation.

The

paper's conclusion was that "institutions need to debate
their multiple functions more fully as a prelude to evolving
a statement of common mission for the 1980s and beyond"
(CPEC, p. 17).

Similarly,

the Committee on the Future of

the Virginia Community College System would interpret this
and other related issues for its own state in 1988.
The 1983 National Commission on Excellence in Education
report, A Nation At Risk: The Imperative for Educational
Reform, jolted the United States to realize the need for new
vision in education. It detailed America's declining student
achievement and competency test scores, as well as the
country's low position in productivity as compared with
other leading industrialized nations.

Edward Hines

(1988)
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cites A Nation At Risk as spawning studies from all areas
and levels in education, all sharing the same
recommendations.
Educators agree that A Nation At Risk "provided the
bombshell needed to get people talking about the nation's
schools," although in ten years since its publication,
has not "dramatically improved education"

it

(Zook, p. A 1 9 ) .

At the least, however, A Nation At Risk has provoked "dozens
of blue-ribbon panels, widespread state reforms--and a new
generation of jargon"

(Zook, p. A19), along with

"unprecedented presidential attention to education"

(Terrell

H. Bell, p. 6).
The 1988 AACJC Commission on the Future of the
Community College's report, Building Communities, reflects
tenets of A Nation At Risk and Priorities for Action in
suggesting a vision for the next two decades in higher
education at the community colleges.

Building Communities

accents that "building community through dedicated teaching
is the vision and inspiration of this report"

(AACJC, p. 8).

This dedication means that the community college must:
1)

plan to reach out to

2)

develop faculty;

3)

encourage diversity;

4)

provide a coherent curriculum;

5)

disadvantaged students;

take advantage of non-traditional arrangements to
promote learning;
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6)

actively engage students in the classroom;

7)

explore new uses for technology;

8)

build partnerships with community organizations and
schools to create a "seamless web"

9)

(p. 36); and

regularly assess their performance and activities to
make programs better.

The Committee on the Future of the Virginia Community
College System was charged with interpreting the Building
Communities vision for the state system through its report,
Toward the Year 2000.

Chapter 4 examines how that document

interprets tenets of Building Communities and what that
interpretation means for planning for community colleges in
Virginia.
Criticisms and Commendations;
More recent commission production kicked off by
commission action in previous years suggests a consensus in
higher education concerning the problems and challenges that
face it.

Legislations, governing agencies, and higher

education professionals seem also to value the input of
commission work, given that the commission has become a
staple of higher education planning and policy formation
work.

Still, unfortunately, research on the process and

effectiveness of commissions is not plentiful, and
commentary on commissions usually amounts to a brief mention
or an opinion based on some of the recommendations of
particular commission reports.

Opinions about commission
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effectiveness range from moderate acceptance to praise, but
much more study of individual commissions is needed before
educators know just how valuable commissions are to higher
education change.
Janet R. Johnson and Laurence Marcus

(1986) note that

"little has been written regarding the total number of these
commissions and their effectiveness"

(p. iv).

To date, the

only significant, independent evaluation of commissions and
their reports was done by Johnson as her dissertation
research (1982).

Johnson finds commission work quite

helpful in that it:
1)

Provides impetus for new directions and helps form new
ideas;

2)

Is broad-based,

spreading the onus of unpopular tenets;

3)

Provides a breadth of experts to attack issues;

4)

Is a good forum for issues of urgency; and

5)

Opens communication and involvement which increases
chances for implementation.
Johnson surveyed members of two state commissions to

determine their effectiveness, and from that work,
established a model of eight elements that characterize
effective commissions.

The results of this research were

included in Johnson and Marcus' 1986 publication entitled
Blue Ribbon Commissions and Higher Education: Changing
Academe from the Outside

(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1

Johnson's Model: 8 Elements of Effective Commissions
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

8)

Eminent members with a range of views and interests;
A clear and comprehensive charge;
Enough meetings to understand and act on the charge;
A strong leader;
An appropriate number of knowledgeable staff;
Inclusion of public opinion on issues and solutions
devised;
A report that:
a)
addresses objectives of the charge,
b)
adequately documents problems,
c)
makes clear recommendations with relationship to
problems,
d)
provides documentation concerning the
recommenda t ion s ; and
Commissioners who actively support and help implement
the report produced.

(Johnson & Marcus, p. 72).

Similarly, Johnson (1982) found that there are factors
beyond these elements that contribute to a commission's
success

(see Figure 2).

Johnson and Marcus add that a

commission report can be deemed effective "if it appears to
have produced an immediate and recognizable change in the
postsecondary structure,
(1986, p. 29).

functions, or processes in a state"

They assert that long-term impact would be

harder to attribute, although conditions do not always favor
immediate implementation for recommendations.
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Figure 2

Johnson's Elements to Assist Commission Success:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Attainability of commission objectives;
Adequacy of the amount of time allotted for the study;
Accessibility of commissioners to persons willing to
comment;
Depth and breadth of background research conducted by
staff;
Favorable media reaction;
Repeated use of experts other than commission members &
staff;
Ample substantiation of the commission recommendations
in the final report; and
Consideration of the political potency of major
affected interests in the implementation process.

(Johnson & Marcus, p. 29).

Edward Hines

(1988) concedes that commissions have

their usefulness in "taking the heat off" the legislative
policy-makers.

He suggests that governors and legislators

may create commissions because "it may alleviate what
otherwise would be continued pressure on the governor or
legislative leaders for increasing their involvement in
higher education"

(p. 106) .

Hines also believes that

commissions help provide "a clear vision for higher
education in the state and an understanding of the obstacles
to achieving that vision"

(1988, p. iv).

On the more

critical tilt, Hines states that commissions "may be more
helpful at defining policy issues than actually solving
problems or formulating specific solutions"

(1988, p. 8) .

Brad Mitchell

(1987) adds to the criticism,

stating

that committees may be the appropriate place for theorizing
about issues, but they fail to consider more "fundamental"
questions.

His investigation suggests that, "little

evidence demonstrates that reports by ad hoc committees
enhance quality and that use of such committees raises
questions about the ability of higher education to examine
itself"

(Hines, p. 8).

Terry Giske

(1985) argues that

commissions suggest solutions that are too costly to
implement

(p. 171).

In addition, Robert Wimplelferg

(1985)

contends that reports such as A Nation At Risk have little
effect because they carry no regulatory power and often
specify no direct action.
Paul Peterson of the Brookings Institute is one of the
most outspoken critics of higher education commissions.
While stating that blue ribbon commissions "have 'had a
profound effect' on the national education debate"

(Johnson

& Marcus, p. 65), he alludes to inadequacies in the
commission process.
examined,

Of six commissioned reports Peterson

including A Nation At Risk, he notes:

By the standards ordinarily used to evaluate a policy
analysis--focused statement of the problem to be
analyzed, methodical evaluation of existing research,
reasoned consideration of options, and presentation of
supporting evidence and argumentation for wellspecified proposals --they [the reports] simply do not
measure up. (Peterson, p. 3)
Additionally, Peterson contends that the reports do not
"address the most difficult conceptual and political issues"
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(Peterson, p. 3).

According to Peterson, reports proclaim

crises, but offer no substantiation, and their findings are
rarely controversial.

They use evidence selectively, he

believes, avoiding difficult issues.

Peterson submits that

commission recommendations are:
1)

exaggerated and not well-balanced;

2)

broad and general;

3)

financially and strategically difficult to implement;
and

4)

not fully documented.

(Johnson & Marcus, p. 66)

Nonetheless, Peterson admits that commissions are
"appropriate for dramatizing an issue, resolving political
differences, and reassuring the public that questions are
being thoughtfully considered"
that vein, Terrence E. Deal

(Peterson, p. 11).

Along

(1985) states that the value of

commission activity is symbolic.

The animation of the

process creates awareness and hope and calls a group to
action over creative possibilities

(p. 153).

Other scholars tend to commend use of commissions for
influencing higher education policy and practice.

According

to Philip Altbach (1980), one key element leading to
university reform is creation of commissions and committees
on all levels, internally and externally.

Similarly, Derek

Bok (1986) wrote that commission or committee reports
"helped to speed reform by mobilizing informed opinion and
building a climate supportive of change"

(p. 182) .

As
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tribute to their potential effectiveness, Bok notes:

"More

recently, national reports on the state of undergraduate
education have helped to persuade more than half of our
colleges to review their academic programs or to make plans
for doing so in the future"

(Bok, p. 182).

His theory in

Higher Learning was that commission reports were generally
so successful because they "recommended changes that were
already underway [or] conformed to values already widely
held within many faculties"
Johnson and Marcus

(Bok, p. 182).

(1986) believe that commission

success goes beyond saying the right things at the right
time;

communication and involvement among constituencies

(legislative, agency, and institutional)

increases the

chances that changes will be implemented (p. 14).

Indeed,

respondents in Johnson's 1982 study of two commissions
indicated that they felt changes would probably have come
about even if the commissions had not been appointed;
however,

the benefit to their formation is that several

alternatives would be explored by a wide range of experts
and the issues would be addressed immediately.
Johnson and Marcus

(1986) challenge Peterson's

criticisms of commissions by arguing that many commissions:
1)

tend less to exaggerate than to use "catchy" phrasing
to get public attention;

2)

write very specific reports, many of which call for new
structures and formulas;
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3)

can justify costs if the vision requires the system to
move forward decisively;

4)

achieve consensus from key players; and/or

5)

document proposals,

to the extent possible,

since some

implementation processes are contextual.
Concerning the operational use of commissions, Altbach
(1980)

notes that commissions typically "report their

findings and leave the implementation to others"
Often,

(p. 16).

"changes may be proposed in a general way at the

national level...but must be implemented at the state and
local levels"

(p.16).

Thus, one may find reports such as

Toward The Year 2000 interpreting the vision espoused by
Building Communities, a national report, for the community
college system in the state of Virginia.
The stimuli for appointing commissions may be what
George Keller details as:
1)

crisis in finances, enrollments, or quality;

2)

strong pressure from outside, by a governor or
legislature, influential alumni, the president, key
trustees, or a state higher education agency; or

3)

vigorous, farsighted leaders.

(1983, p. 164)

Interestingly, Keller never refers to the commission as a
mechanism for reacting to the list of elements above.
omission seems symptomatic of a tendency by educational
researchers to glaze over the work of commissions.

This
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Johnson and Marcus

(1986) believe that commissions are

appropriately used under specific circumstances:
1)

when it becomes important to bring the academy into
conformance with societal needs;

2)

when a group of eminent citizens can lend its prestige
toward solving a complex problem;

3)

when it is necessary to make an uncertain future more
certain;

4)

when internal groups are too divided to resolve an
issue;

5)

when an organization does not have the power to effect
a desirable change; or

6)

when a fresh view and bold new ideas are desired.
(p. 71)

In these instances, commissions become a means by which to
develop consensus or to implement policy initiatives.
Strengths and Weaknesses of Previous Research:
So far in the review of literature, the studies that
research commissions in the most depth are those done by
Johnson and Marcus, Mitchell, and Peterson.

Much of the

"literature " on higher education commissions consists of a
brief mention under headings such as
"policy issues,"

"state government,"

"planning in higher education," or "Higher

Education and State Governments," as in the Hines
publication.

The most useful of the studies in terms of

providing a framework for assessing commission success and
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usefulness is Blue Ribbon Commissions and Higher Education
by Johnson and Marcus, and it includes most of the analysis
and summary from Johnson's 1982 dissertation which details
the original study of the two state commissions.

The

elements and factors for effective commissions contained
therein help provide a valuable guide in this evaluation of
the effectiveness of the Committee on the Future of the
Virginia Community College System.
More critical works by Mitchell, Peterson, and others
serve to balance Johnson and Marcus' fairly commendatory
evaluation by causing this investigator to ask more
questions and look for more contradictory evidence.

The

value in all these literature sources is that they share an
appreciation for elements of commission work, but they each
have a bit different perspective on how the commissions work
and what they actually accomplish.
The problem with available sources is that there are so
few dedicated to the study of commissions, and it is
exceedingly difficult to find the brief mentions imbedded in
other publications about policy formation and governance.
The dearth of literature on commission work provides an
impetus for developing this study.

It is hoped that this

study will encourage more such inquiry into the commission
process.
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Chapter 3
The Research Approach
"The history of education states the problems of the field
of history in general.
There is no single, definable method
of inquiry, and important historical generalizations are
rarely beyond dispute.
Rather they are the result of an
interaction between fragmentary evidence and the values and
expectations of the historian.
History is a challenging and
creative interaction, part science, part art."
Carl F. Kaestle
The Subject:
Why might educators isolate the Future of the Virginia
Community College System process and document, Toward The
Year 2000, as important to the study of commission work in
higher education?

This investigator suggests that the VCCS

Committee of 100 project is worthy of examination for
several reasons.

First, most states would be working in the

same timeframe to provide individual state interpretation as
called for by the 19 88 AACJC document, Building Communities:
A Vision for A New Century.

Building Communities was

produced by a national commission to inspire community
colleges to position themselves to serve communities and
prosper through the year 2000.
for interpretation,

As a response to this call

the VCCS adoption of Building

Communities was typical of what other states' agencies would
be trying to produce, and thereby the project warrants
attention.
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As a second consideration, it appears that the VCCS
combined call for papers and charrette process was a unique
approach to producing a potential planning document for the
Virginia Community College System.

A study of this approach

may be particularly informative for those who will devise
committee structure and proceedings in the future.

Third,

the committee's product, Toward the Year 2000, appears to be
a document that is both specific and visionary enough to
have provided direction on issues and survived a tough state
fiscal situation and changing political leadership.
Theoretical Framework;
The theoretical framework for the committee study is
provided by Johnson and Marcus' 1986 publication, Blue
Ribbon Commissions and Higher Education: Changing Academe
from the Outside, which describes "appropriate"
circumstances for commission use and proposes elements of
effective commissions.
model,

According to the Johnson and Marcus

the Committee on the Future of the Virginia Community

College System meets four of six criteria which warrant
committee activity.

Specifically, the Committee of 100

meets the following conditions:
1)

it is important to bring the academy into
conformance with societal needs;

2)

it is necessary to make an uncertain future more
certain;

3)

a group of eminent citizens can lend its prestige
toward solving a complex problem; and
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4)

a fresh view and bold new ideas are desired.
(p. 71)

Because the committee was not created in response to an
immediate crisis situation,

the Johnson and Marcus criteria

of 1) creating commissions due to internal division and 2)
lacking power to make change are not applicable to the
committee's origin.
The Committee of 100 was, however, charged to translate
Building Communities into a document that would be the basis
for planning for the community college system through the
year 2000.

This endeavor necessitated involving eminent

citizens who were to invest their prestige and creativity in
developing new initiatives to better serve community needs.
The recommendations evolving from the committee's work were
to become the direction for future planning activities in
the V C C S .

This seems a giant task for a committee to

accomplish in a year, and interpreting this charge required
the Committee on the Future of the VCCS leadership to
exercise a good deal of ingenuity.
Johnson and Marcus offer eight major elements and
thirteen supporting factors that characterize an effective
committee.

Those elements,

listed in Figures 1 and 2 in

Chapter 2, serve as a starting point for evaluating the
effectiveness of the Committee on the Future of the VCCS
process and report.

This model is compelling and useful,

although its focus is primarily on the commission process
and less on the report.

A goal of this study is to expand
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Johnson and Marcus' model, if appropriate, by examining
aspects of the committee report to predict how the text may
contribute to commission influence.

After all, it is the

report that endures for the public and for planners.
Research Questions:
The objective of this study is to determine, using
Johnson and Marcus'

(1986) model as a guide, if the process

used by the Committee on the Future of the Virginia
Community College System and its resultant report, Toward
the Year 2000: The Future of The Virginia Community College
System, were effectively constructed to provide a planning
base for action and change in community college programs,
teaching, and leadership.

Derived from the research model,

the ensuing list of specific questions arises concerning the
VCCS Committee of 100 process and report.
1)

Did the Committee consist of eminent members with
a range of views and interests?

2)

Was the Committee's charge clear and
comprehens ive ?

3)

Were enough meetings held for members to
understand and act on the charge?

4)

Was there a strong leader(s)?

5)

Was there an appropriate number of knowledgeable
staff?

6)

Was public opinion solicited on issues and
solutions devised?

7)

Did the report:
address objectives of the charge?
adequately document problems?
make clear recommendations related to the
problems?
provide documentation concerning the
recommenda t ions ?

8)

Did the committee members actively support and
help implement the report produced?

9)

Were commission objectives attainable?

10)

Was adequate time allotted for the study?

11)

Were committee members accessible to persons
wishing to comment on the process?

12)

Was ample background research conducted by the
committee's staff?

13)

Were experts other than committee members used
frequently?

14)

Was the political potency of major affected
interests considered in the implementation
process?

Additional questions posed by this investigator assist in
determining the success of the Committee of 100 and
potentially expand Johnson and Marcus' model.
1)

For example

Did the commissioning body charge the committee
with establishing a method of follow-up for the
recommendations offered by the committee report?
Is this mechanism effective?
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2)

Do subsequent VCCS vision and planning documents
support or promote recommendations in Toward the
Year 2000?

3)

Do other documents from the legislature or other
higher education agencies in Virginia support or
derail the recommendations in Toward the Year
2000?

4)

What additional elements of effectiveness are
suggested as a result of the analysis conducted in
this study?

Analysis of the committee process and report text may raise
additional questions concerning commission effectiveness;
these will be documented in Chapters 4 and 5.
analysis will also answer the question:

Further

Does conformity

with an expanded Johnson model result in ultimate success
for the committee?
Research Design and Method:
This study utilizes the historical method to evaluate
and interpret the particular work of the Committee on the
Future of the Virginia Community College System.

As an

historical study, this work relies on an examination of the
process used by the committee, an assessment of the report
produced by the committee, and analysis of the effectiveness
of the committee's work in producing a document that
represents a direction for the VCCS into the next century.
Examination of this committee is significant because this
case study inquires into a prominent and enduring
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educational practice, use of commissions to direct change in
higher education.

This investigator intends additionally to

use this commission study to test and expand, if
appropriate, a model for commission effectiveness and invite
new interpretation of this practice for education.
Two methods of historical analysis ascend as helpful to
this project's execution:
textual evaluation.

ethnography and hermeneutic

An initial ethnographic study of the

committee origin, charge, composition, and working process
positions one to answer research questions concerning
process, charge, and participation.

This examination

discloses the effectiveness of techniques used and
determines how the techniques fulfill the Johnson
effectiveness model or prescribe effectiveness elements
beyond the model.
In complement, an hermeneutic textual analysis of the
committee report, Toward the Year 2000, and overview of
subsequent Virginia higher education documents serve to
answer or expand upon the remaining research questions
involving recommendations, objectives, adequacy of
documentation, and subsequent applicability or usefulness of
the committee product.

Ethnography and hermeneutic analysis

are appropriate to the study, because the investigator
attempts to construct an adequate picture of past
proceedings and to evaluate the strength and enduring power
of extant documents.
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Ethnography contributes to the legitimacy of such
historical study, because, as Harry F. Wolcott

(1988)

suggests, description and interpretation are at the core of
this method, not "research procedures" that may apply in an
experimental design (p. 217).

According to Wolcott, the

utility of ethnography "resides in the adequacy of its
explanation rather than in the power of its method"
(p. 189).

Although ethnography is ideally suited to longer-

term, on-site studies of cultures or processes, Wolcott,
Jaeger

(1988), and Moffat

(1989) concur that it is useful to

historical studies when combined with other evaluation
methods,

such as hermeneutics.

A mixture, or

"triangulation," of research tools increases the likelihood
of covering more important factors and fully appreciating
the complexity of events involved in the process.
Triangulation also helps to validate the study's findings.
Part of the ethnographic process in this study involves
collecting oral histories, or conducting informal,
unstructured interviews with participants in the Committee
of 100 process.

As one researcher attests,

these

unstructured interviews --although loose--are informative,
and they allow for unforeseen angles to project
p. 83).

(Pratt,

Those engaged in interviews include VCCS staff

members who were instrumental in designing the process,
supporting the committee's work, and compiling the
subsequent report.

From that input, this investigator will

discern much about the group's components and

interrelationships,
about them"

"in order to make explicit statements

(Wolcott, p. 189).

Additionally,

several

Committee of 100 members who represented individual colleges
have offered their own oral histories of the committee
process, as well as their feelings about the effectiveness
of the report itself.

The unstructured interview technique

of oral histories has been particularly helpful to this
study, in that it encourages perspectives and particulars to
reveal in any format that they will.

Wolcott

(1988) also

seems to support this form of input;

he contends that

asking established questions "irreversibly imposes a
structure on the setting that may influence the findings in
some way"

(p. 195).

He argues that depending upon "key

informants" is important to successful triangulation in an
historical study, predominantly because these are a few
individuals, a manageable sample, who are available and
well-informed,

in addition to having been "privileged

observers during the time when the action under evaluation
occurred"

(Wolcott, p. 193).

Harry F. Wolcott believes that the strength of
ethnographic research is in triangulation of research tools,
or in gathering data in several ways, instead of relying on
any single method.

As an example, one scenario for

inspecting the culture of a situation or process might be to
combine participant observation,

interviews, and inspection

of written and non-written sources.
these techniques are used.

In this study, all of

Although the investigator was
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not a direct participant in the process,
histories from those who were.

she gathered oral

The oral histories are

particularly important in light of Wolcott's observation
that,
Particularly when we conduct our research in
settings familiar to us, or where we see only a
portion of the lives of the people we are
studying... I think we are well advised to let our
informants speak for themselves before we impose
our interpretations on them.
(pp. 218-19)
These histories help the research project to maintain a
perspective that is larger than that of its own
investigator.
In addition to eliciting oral histories to document the
observations of actual participants, this study utilizes
hermeneutic textual analysis to 1) examine the effectiveness
of the Committee report, using Johnson and Marcus' model as
a guide, and 2) triangulate this hermeneutic evaluation by
examining supplemental written sources in order to determine
if Toward the Year 2000 is supported,

ignored, or

discredited as an effective planning base for the community
college system in Virginia.
To complete this examination in a competent manner,
this investigator must first assess the report itself for
strengths.

Initial review is based on the research model,

but hermeneutic investigation goes beyond Johnson and
Marcus'

tenets to see if additional factors affect the

apparent effectiveness of Toward the Year 2000.
example:

For

Did the report establish a follow-up mechanism for
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recommendation implementation?

Did the report include all

the important aspects for interpretation of Building
Communities, or were there omissions in certain areas that
would illuminate different motivations on the part of
Committee members?

What was the tone of the text?

Might

this tone have influenced constituents' willingness to
implement its suggestions?

Was the text "readable?"

Were

the challenge areas addressed in the report applicable,
tenable?

Do the recommendations represent reliable and

realistic approaches for institutions in the VCCS?

Is the

text convincing and specific, or is it exalting and
ephemeral?

All of these factors affect constituents'

tendencies to easily pick up the report, adopt it as
sensible, and incorporate it into their institutional lives.
Other official and unofficial documents are helpful to
evaluating the impact and influence of the committee report,
Toward the Year 2000.

The legacy of Building Communities

and A Nation At Risk, for instance, are important to the
substance of the text and endurance of the recommendations.
Subsequent official documents from Virginia agencies evince
whether Toward the Year 2000 apparently succeeded or failed
to outline applicable problems and make appropriate
recommendations, as these documents either support or derail
the report's recommendations.

Newspaper reports also

directly and indirectly comment on the effectiveness and
endurance of the committee's effort, as do scholarly
commentaries on the committee and its technique.

Many scholars support triangulation of ethnographic and
hermeneutic executions as an appropriate method of
historical investigation.

Michael Moffat

(1989) notes that

a mix of investigative methods may adequately substitute or
compensate for a lack of participant observation, as is the
case in this study (p. 330) .

Because this analysis occurs

five years after the process took place and the report was
issued, and the investigator was not a participant,

it is

very important to include official and unofficial documents,
oral histories, field notes of participants, media
references, and other indirect measures.

Only with this mix

of analytic tools can a broader perspective of the process
and product be reflected in this study.

Aristotle described

this condition centuries ago by writing:
It might be supposed that there was some single
method of inquiry applicable to all objects whose
essential nature we are endeavoring to
ascertain... in that case what we should seek for
would be this unique method.
But if there is no
single and general method for solving the question
of essence, our task becomes still more difficult;
in the case of each different subject we shall
have to determine the appropriate process of
investigation.
Aristotle, De Anima
Definitions:
"Ethnography," as used in the previous methodology
explanation,

is a term spawned from anthropological study

that means, simply,

"cultural description"

(Moffat, p. 327),

or "a picture of a 'way of life1 of some identifiable group
of people"

(Wolcott, p. 188).

The significance of the

examination of a group's way of life or proceedings under
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certain circumstances is that such examination brings
explanations which should promote understanding of human
undertakings.

In this study of the Committee on the Future

of the VCCS, ethnography is the tool that helps scholars
understand how aspects of the process --committee selection,
the charrette technique, the length of time on the project,
etc.--affect apparent success of the committee endeavor.
This investigator renders facts of the Committee of 100
process as accurately as possible, but an objective of the
study is to interpret the apparent success of both the
charrette process and the report.

To this end, the

investigator incorporates two trends in ethnographic writing
in the study, to varying degrees.

Michael Moffat

(1989)

describes these two components as "dialogic" and "reflexive"
description.

Dialogic expose includes "the [ethnographer's]

and the subjects'
descriptions,

talk and argumentation in the

[and tries] to involve the subjects in the

interpretive process"

(p. 327).

Reflexivity involves

"reflecting one's initial interpretations off one's subjects
and listening to what they have to say in reply"

(p. 328).

These analytic techniques are appropriately used in this
study through the unstructured interviews, or oral
histories, because the methods encourage greater
introspection and involvement from participants solicited
for comment.

The techniques seem also to help "keep the

investigator honest," since participants have the
opportunity to comment on the investigator's perceptions.

"Hermeneutics" means, literally,
interpretation"

(OED, p. 243), or "to

(Flexner, p. 895).

"the art or

science of

make clear,

interpret"

Recent scholars have embraced this term

to describe their use of textual analysis in deciphering
meaning from events and processes.

Texts may obscure or

divert meaning from an event, as well as describe the
action.

In this study, hermeneutic textual evaluation of

the primary source, Toward the Year 2000, and selected
secondary sources attempt to testify accurately as to the
strengths of the committee effort.
Assumptions:
The investigator makes basic assumptions concerning
this study.
1)

Specifically:

This is a study of just one committee

appointed to

recommend action in higher education in Virginia;
studies of other commissions, under different
circumstances and with different charges, may
likely produce different conclusions.
2)

The Committee of 100 was provided a framework for
action based on the previous commission report,
Building Communities: A Vision for a New Century
(1988).

This specific charge for the committee

may increase effectiveness in translating issues
for action.
3)

Because of the triangulated methods of inquiry,
this study will produce viable conclusions,

even

though each Virginia community college was not

polled for evidence of report recommendation
implementation.
Limitations and Weaknesses:
1)

The scholarly literature on commission use and
effectiveness is scant, producing only a single
model by which to evaluate the effectiveness of
the Virginia Committee of 100.

2)

This study examines the committee design, process,
and product.

It does not survey each institution

impacted by Toward the Year 2000 to delve for
evidence of action on its recommendations.

Such

additional inquiry would require far more time and
resources than are available for this project.
3)

This study utilizes a convenience sampling of
participants from the Committee of 100 from which
to solicit oral histories.

Those persons involved

in designing and documenting the process and the
report were interviewed.

The study does not

attempt to gather oral histories from all 100 of
the committee members.
4)

This study is concerned only with the state of
Virginia's interpretation of Building Communities
for its community college system and makes no
comparison with other states' responses.

5)

As an ethnographic study, this project will not
tell educators exactly how they should proceed,
but it should provide clues about how to

successfully structure committee work in higher
education.
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Chapter 4
The Findings
"One of the greatest pains to human nature is the pain
of a new idea.
It is, as common people say, so
'upsetting';
it makes you think that after all, your
favorite notions might be wrong, your firmest beliefs
ill-founded."
Walter Bagehot, 1873
Committee History:
In February of 1988, the Virginia Community College
System named twelve members to The Committee on the Future
of the Virginia Community College System.
included three VCCS representatives,

These members

the chair of the

Virginia State Board for Community Colleges, seven community
college representatives, and the director of George Mason
University's Center for Community College Education.

This

eminent group was charged with interpreting and implementing
the mission of the VCCS before the year 2000.
"What should be the points of emphasis?
should be employed?

What strategies

What is the most important and what is

desirable if resources can be made available?"
1).

Ironically,

Junior Colleges'

For instance,

(CFVCCS, p.

the American Association of Community and
(AACJC) Commission on the Future of the

Community College unveiled Building Communities: A Vision
for a New Century in April 1988.

The Committee on the

Future of the VCCS was, henceforth, charged with
interpreting this document; the committee used it as a guide
56
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to help it format a planning document that would help apply
the VCCS mission to current educational problems.
The AACJC document, Building Communities, provided an
impetus for action or rallying cry, a guide for making
recommendations, and a reinforcement that issues isolated by
Virginia educational leadership were relevant for the turn
of the century.

A brief review of the contents of Building

Communities and Toward the Year 2000 reveals that the
Virginia report practically mirrors the topics covered by
the national commission's document.

Note the following

consistencies:
Building Communities
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

The Mission: Building Communities
Partnerships For Learning
Curriculum: From Literacy to Lifelong Education
The Classroom As Community
The College As Community
Connections Beyond The College
Leadership For A New Century

Toward the Year 2000
Mission of the Virginia Community College System
I.
The Students
II. The Curriculum
III. The Community
IV.
Partnerships
V.
The Classroom and Instruction
VI. The Faculty and Staff
VII. Marketing and Retention Programs
VIII.Facilities
IX.
Resources
X.
Assessment and Accountability
XI. Leadership Toward The Year 2000
Without question, Building Communities was immediately
useful to the Committee on the Future of the VCCS.

Its

appearance in 1988 and its call for interpretation at the
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state level seemed to almost serendipitously assist with
issue formulation and ultimate report format for the
committee product.
It is important when discussing the charge for the
Committee on the Future of the VCCS to note, however,

that

its activity was not entirely a response to Building
Communities.

Donald E. Puyear, Assistant to the Chancellor

for Special Projects and Chair of the Committee on the
Future of the VCCS in 1988, accents that the 1988 committee
effort was actually the second phase of a planning effort
begun with a mission study for the VCCS in 1985
conversation, October 18, 1993).

(personal

At that time, many of the

individuals serving on the Committee on the Future of the
VCCS had participated in a study to define the VCCS mission.
The mission study had eventually involved approximately 85
persons in community college and state government leadership
who gave input on components of the VCCS mission.
The mission study culminated in a charrette held August
6 and 7, 1985.

The charrette technique allowed for twelve

groups to consider the following six areas that were
determined to be important to the VCCS mission:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Continuing Education and Community Services.
Vocational-Technical Education.
Developmental Education.
College Transfer Education.
Business and Industry.
Student Services. (CFVCCS, p. 1).

The study made recommendations from the areas above and
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produced a mission statement for the system that was adopted
in 1986.
Puyear notes

(1993) that the creation of the Committee

on the Future of the VCCS was the second step, after the
mission revision,

in the VCCS response to a need for a

planning process that would assure its effectiveness into
the next century.

The system was looking for a planning

process to include in a statewide master plan that would
provide realistic projection for germane issues.

Such a

process would define and prioritize issues, as well as
determine how they would be addressed.

This process of

developing a state planning procedure was, therefore,
underway well before Building Communities was published.
However,

the national document was produced in time to

provide a convenient and thoughtful context and format that
the Virginia committee could adopt for its own planning
document.

Then-Chancellor Hockaday recounts,

for instance,

that Building Communities provided much excitement and
continuity for the VCCS effort

(personal conversation,

January 4, 1994).
Building Communities was distributed to each member of
the Committee of 100, the participants in the September 1921, 1988 charrette, who culled the planning issues and made
recommendations for Virginia's planning document.

Anita 0.

Poston, Chair of the State Board for Community Colleges, and
Johnas F. Hockaday, Chancellor of the VCCS, stated in their
"Foreword" to the committee report that there were two
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reasons for developing a planning document in 1988:

1) to

interpret for Virginia the findings of the AACJC Commission
on the Future of Community Colleges

(Building Communities) ;

and 2) to prepare to fulfill the community college mission
in times of compelling change--in that order.

Building

Communities is quoted liberally throughout Toward the Year
2000, as it is used to help define issues and add credence
to issues outlined.

The emergence of Building Communities

seems to have given a great deal of focus to the Virginia
planning effort.
The charge for the Committee on the Future of the VCCS
to interpret the national document also gave the VCCS the
aspect of being quick to interpret progressive, broader
movements in education and of being conscientious about
meeting diversifying needs of its constituencies.

To expand

that aura, the VCCS leadership recruited the then AACJC
president, Dale Parnell, as its facilitator for the
September charrette workshop.

Parnell's involvement would

signal validation of the VCCS planning process and would
bring much good press about Virginia's swift move to
interpret Building Communities for the state community
college system.
In spring 1988, The Committee on the Future of the VCCS
needed to devise an approach to defining a planning process
and document for the system.

Initially, each member of the

group prepared her or his own opinion of what such a
planning study should encompass.

The committee then
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involved the community college presidents to identify issues
that should be considered.

This process evolved into a

"call for papers" that each president was to publicize on
her or his own campus.

This solicitation produced over 100

papers on topics covering access, comprehensiveness, and
other issues important to the community college mission
(CFVCCS, pp. 1,2) .

To abet participation,

the committee

called one hundred representatives together to share in a
charrette-style workshop in September 1988 in Richmond,

in

order to produce recommendations for a planning document.
This "Committee of 100" was composed of community college
presidents, faculty, and staff; representatives from
industry; legislators; VCCS and SCHEV staff; and others
found to have a particular interest in Virginia community
colleges

(CFVCCS, p. 2).

These participants formed twelve

workgroups at the charrette which reported back to the
combined committee on assigned issues.

Through an appointed

writer, each subcommittee contributed notes for the
resultant report, Toward the Year 2000.
Between February and September 1988, the Committee on
the Future of the VCCS and its staff had received more than
100 papers discussing issues relevant to planning in the
VCCS.

Each community college in the system had contributed

at least one paper.

According to some committee members

(Griffin, 1993; Milloy, 1993; Oliver, 1993; Penney,

1994),

the paper submissions allowed community college staff
members a unique opportunity to state their positions about
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salient issues.

These papers were made available to each

member of the Committee of 100, so that all participants had
an opportunity to know which issues were considered
important by others in the VCCS.

During the charrette

workshop process of September 19-21, 1988, all topics were
reviewed, and the twelve subcommittees made recommendations
as to the topics' inclusion or exclusion and treatment.
This workshop process answered the committee charge to
"develop a method of planning that would be widely
participatory yet would produce a useful report in a
relatively short time"

(CFVCCS, p. v i ) .

The Charrette:
The charrette workshop technique used to bring the
Committee of 100 together in a productive session was
adopted because it had been used to good advantage in the
earlier mission study of 1985.

As the "Prologue" of Toward

the Year 2000 describes it, the charrette is:
a group decision-making process designed to bring
people from various segments into a well structured
sequence of discussions.
The process is characterized
by (1) active involvement of representatives of diverse
constituencies; (2) the development of an agreed--upon
product; (3) a limited time period with a commitment to
reach the specified goals by the agreed-upon deadline;
and (4) the requirement that consensus be reached if at
all possible.
Small groups focusing on aspects of the
problem under discussion report back periodically to
the whole group which responds to their efforts.
The
process pulses back and forth from the small group
discussions to meetings of the entire group until the
deadline is reached. (CFVCCS, p. 2)
The Oxford English Dictionary (1933) defines "char,"
from which the term derives as "to do, accomplish,"

"to work
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in this way by the day, without continuous employment," or,
interestingly enough,

"to turn from one bodily state,

belief, etc., to another"

(p. 259).

It defines "charrette"

as a "wheeled vehicle or conveyance...for persons or goods"
(p. 283).

The Random House Dictionary (1987) defines

charrette as "a final, intensive effort to finish a project,
esp. an architectural design project, before a deadline"
349).

(p.

The charrette workshop method used by the VCCS

leadership for the Committee of 100 was patterned on a
definition outlined by Gollattschek and Richburg in 1981.
The same charrette method was introduced to VCCS events by
Johnas F. Hockaday, Chancellor of the VCCS in 1988.

As

Donald Puyear relates, Hockaday "had used the technique
successfully as a [community college] president in North
Carolina.

It was he who introduced the technique to

Virginia.

We had used it successfully a couple or more

years earlier when we re-addressed the VCCS mission.

With

that success behind us, it seemed an appropriate technique
for the Toward the Year 2000 effort"
August 31, 1993).

(bitnet communication,

Hockaday explains that he used the

charrette method in North Carolina "for arriving at annual
plans in community colleges; this smaller use was adopted in
Virginia for longer-range goal formulation"

(personal

conversation, January 4, 1994).
Hockaday believes the charrette process is effective
for committee work, because it causes participants to
"refine and defend" their ideas and causes others to see

issues as they might not have viewed them previously
(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

In addition,

according to Hockaday, unanimous opinion is difficult to
arrive at in academia "because we employ people to think";
therefore,

"consensus," such as that arrived at through the

charrette method,
institutions"

"is a better goal for higher education

(personal conversation, January 4, 1994) .

Dr.

Marilyn Beck, president of Lord Fairfax Community College
and Committee of 100 participant, believes Hockaday used the
charrette method effectively for organizing input for VCCS
planning (personal conversation, January 8, 1994) .
Participants on the Committee of 100 who were contacted
overwhelmingly agree that the charrette method isolates
relevant issues in a short period of time;

it is

expeditious.
In his 1991 article describing "The Charrette and LongRange Planning in the Virginia Community College System, "
Puyear describes elements of the planning process that,
according to the objectives of the model proposed by Johnson
and Marcus

(1986), make it an effective committee process.

Of the eight elements of effective commissions

(described in

Chapter 2, Figures 1 & 2), the process initiated by the
Committee on the Future of the VCCS satisfies numbers 1,3,
4, 5, 6, and 8.
for example,

The Committee of 100 membership includes,

"eminent members"

(Fig. 1, # 1 )

from a wide

range of constituencies with interests in Virginia community
colleges, from community college faculty and staff, to
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legislators, to industry representatives.
on issues and solutions"

"Public opinion

(Fig. 1, # 6) was sought through

the paper solicitations from the diverse constituencies.
strong leader"
charrette;

(Fig. 1, # 4 }

"A

was chosen to facilitate the

Dale Parnell is steeped in experience and

leadership capability for planning and innovation in
community colleges.

Similarly, a great number of

knowledgeable staff were available for support and comment
(Fig. 1, # 5), including the expert guidance of the
committee of 12 and the informed assistance of then VCCS
staff members such as Linda Carr, Research Coordinator,
Donald Baker and Lois Wells, Curriculum Coordinators, and
Betty Walker, Secretary to the Chancellor.
In addition, because many diverse participants were
included on the Committee of 100, a wider swatch of people
had the opportunity to become more informed about pertinent
community college issues, and the process thereby fostered
in the individuals a "sense of ownership of the decisions
and an interest in their implementation"
9).

(Puyear,

1991, p.

Inclusion of many affected constituencies on the

Committee of 100 attempted to address the "political potency
of major affected interests"

(Fig. 2, #1).

According to Hockaday's design, all agency,
legislative, or college participants had equal occasion to
comment on issues through the charrette method.

Hockaday

planned the charrette work groups so that each of the twelve
groups contained someone who was not a VCCS employee.
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Through the position paper and charrette process "every area
that would affect the VCCS had equal input to anyone else"
(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

By design, it

appears that each constituency had an inherent opportunity
to input in the process, but most participants interviewed
believe input from representatives other than VCCS personnel
was limited.

For example, Dr. Anne-Marie McCartan, current

VCCS Vice Chancellor for Instruction and Research and thenrepresentative to the committee from state government
(SCHEV), does "not recall a lot of non-VCCS participants
speaking up" during the three-day charrette work session
(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

Similarly, Dr.

Belle wheelan, a member of the Committee on the Future of
the VCCS and current president of Central Virginia Community
College, does "not remember much interaction from non-VCCS
persons, other than a few VCCS college board members who
were present"

(personal conversation, January 6, 1994).

Dr.

Arnold Oliver, current Chancellor of the VCCS, recounts that
it is "probably not a realistic goal" to think that the
charrette, or any other reasonable process, could really get
all parties involved with a proper voice (personal
conversation, November 11, 1993), and he feels the committee
process was primarily one of VCCS participation.

Evidence

indicates that, although the design allowed for inclusion of
non-VCCS voices, community college voices predominated in
the process.

Hockaday additionally believes that (personal
conversation, January 4, 1994), because all charrette
participants agreed to strive for consensus on workshop
goals,

there is a greater propensity for committee members

to "actively support and help implement the report produced"
(Fig. 1, # 8). Evidence to document this support can be
found in the task force activity and implementation on the
system and institution level, particularly in the general
education area.

Interestingly, Oliver notes that, when his

work group met in 1992 to draft Focus for the 1990's, the
current VCCS planning document, it did not refer to Toward
the Year 2000 until VCCS constituents rallied to include a
tie to that document
1993) .

(personal conversation, December 29,

This indicates that there is loyalty to and support

for the document in the VCCS ranks.
Evidence also indicates that enough meetings were held
"to understand and act on the charge"

(Fig. 1, # 3).

Although only the single charrette workshop lasting three
days was held, much preliminary work was done for the
process before participants arrived that September.
Participants were expected to prepare in advance;

each

received the planning goals, individual workgroup
assignments, and preliminary readings.

Background research

was made available by VCCS staff, and the Committee of 100
membership included experts in education, government, and
business.

All persons in the VCCS institutions had

opportunity to contribute in the process through topic paper
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submission, and committee members were readily available to
answer questions, since at least two commissioners came
directly from each college (Fig. 2, # 2, 3, 4, 6).
Participants were encouraged to contribute topic
papers, were sent copies of Building Communities, and were
informed of the committee charges to identify planning
issues and interpret Building Communities for the VCCS.
According to Arnold Oliver,

"enough time was spent" to

accomplish the committee's charges under this process
(personal conversation, November 11, 1993).

Belle Wheelan

comments that "just about the right amount of time was spent
and enough meetings were held" to complete the committee's
work (personal conversation, January 6, 1994).

Hockaday was

pleased with the committee process, noting that he felt the
process and report "were successful in doing the job of
getting the system to the year 2000"

(personal conversation,

January 4, 1994) .
How was the charrette conducted?

During the first day

of the actual charrette meeting in September 1988, Dale
Parnell fully explained the charrette process to take place,
"restated the goals...and challenged the participants to
achieve them"

(Puyear, 1991, p. 9).

The smaller groups met

later in the day to form recommendations for assigned topic
areas.

On the second day, small group recommendations were

brought to the larger group to be rejected, amended, or
edited.

On the third day, the large group re-considered the

revised recommendations, and "either endorsed, modified, or
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rejected each recommendation--by consensus if possible, by
majority vote if necessary"

(Puyear, 1991, p. 9).

The

writing team, consisting of small group scribes and VCCS
staff members, under the guidance of the Committee on the
Future of the VCCS, afterwards collaborated to produce
Toward the Year 2000; The Future of The Virginia Community
College System from notes taken during the charrette
meetings.
Benefits and Limitations of the Charrette Process:
There are inherent benefits to this charrette process.
For one, the practice involves a broad cross-section of
people with interests in the community college system,
promoting both information exchange and a sense of ownership
in decisions made.

The need to compromise and reach

consensus assures that, whatever result occurs, the wider
group who must advocate for the recommendations will feel
that such are fair and representative.

Second,

concentrating the bulk of the committee's work in three days
saves much time and money that would otherwise be spent in
travel and arrangements for several smaller meetings.
Third, all participants "do not need to be experts," because
the recommendations to come from the committee "should make
sense to both the lay people and the specialists"
1991, p. 9).

(Puyear,

Representation from all constituents involved

with community college issues is the goal for devising
comprehensive recommendations for action.

Donald Puyear cautions, as does Paul Peterson of the
Brookings Institute (1988), that the charrette is "likely to
produce a large number of recommendations"
with no indication of priority.

(1991, p. 11)

The VCCS futures report,

Toward the Year 2000, did not specify or suggest priority
for any of the recommendations presented.

Because the

report was to be a backdrop planning document for the VCCS,
the lack of priorities does seem to be a weakness.

Oliver's

primary criticism of the committee process is that the
charrette "identified a huge number of needs" and beyond
that, it was "not terribly useful in setting out...
priorities within a vision"
29, 1993).
in nature"

(personal conversation, December

Wheelan recalls that the issues were "immediate
(personal conversation, January 6, 1994).

Dr.

Gordon K. Davies, Director of the State Council for Higher
Education in Virginia,

suggests that the VCCS committee

process was "internally focused"

(personal conversation,

January 4, 1994); this focus, along with the three-day time
constriction, may have affected the committee's ability to
prioritize at the time of the charrette.
Clearly,

the charrette can produce suggestions, a

framework for planning, and consensus-building;

but it is a

one-time event.

the issues

A planning process is dynamic;

affecting the system do not remain static.

Other subsequent

planning activities must be forthcoming, and Committee of
100 members must be willing to support those activities.
Architect of the Virginia Community College System charrette

process, Hockaday states that the leaders of the 1988
Committee on the Future of the VCCS effort assumed that the
report "would be evaluated every five years for
adjustments;" although this was not written down anywhere,
it was part of Hockaday's direction for the VCCS planning
effort

(personal conversation , January 4, 1994) .

Dr.

Oliver likewise notes that "there was certainly an
expectation that there would be a follow-up,

that this was

going to set the agenda for the next ten years, and that the
report was going to lay out what the VCCS was going to do"
(personal conversation, December 29, 1993).
Follow-Up to the Written Report;
The Committee on the Future of the VCCS did follow the
document's publication with a survey to various constituents
that asked each respondent to rate the recommendations by
their importance to the system.

From this feedback,

the

VCCS leadership established the six systemwide task forces
to work on those issues rated as the highest priority.

This

follow-up process illustrates the need to augment the
charrette method with other planning processes.

After the

report of the Committee on the Future of the VCCS was
published,

the leadership issued a questionnaire to

Committee of 100 members,

local board members, faculty,

deans, presidents, and others involved with the community
college system.

Respondents were asked to rate the report

recommendations on a 1 to 5 scale, indicating 1) their
agreement with the recommendations and 2) their opinion as
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to the importance of each.

From these responses,

the

Committee on the Future of the VCCS refined six areas to act
upon through specially-assigned task forces.

These task

forces gave focus to the issues and began action to effect
change in these areas.

The high priority areas identified

were:
1)

general education;

2)

continuing education and noncredit instruction;

3)

educational telecommunications;

4)

economic development and adult literacy;

5)

faculty and staff development; and

6)

plans for colleges, campuses, and facilities.
A second survey was planned to identify remaining areas

for action, but it has not to date been administered
(Oliver, personal conversation, December 29, 1993).

A

follow-up was also planned for fall 1989 that would require
each community college in the system to report on the status
of the recommendations as each relates to that particular
institution.

Oliver does not recall that this aspect was

ever intended or formalized (personal conversation, November
11, 199 3) .

Even so, some institutions still responded to

institution-specific recommendations or refer to the report
for their planning

(Friga, 1992; Wheelan,

1994; Upton,

1993) .
Lack of action in these two areas may result more from
a change in leadership and an unforeseen reduction in state
resources for higher education than from a lack of quality

or clarity in the report itself.
mentions, for example,

Chancellor Oliver

that leadership change at the

chancellor's level "had a major effect on diminishing the
impact of Toward the Year 2000 follow-up activities,
because the same kind of ownership was not there"
conversation, December 29, 1993).

simply

(personal

Dr. Deborah M. DiCroce,

president of Piedmont Virginia Community College and
Committee on the Future of the VCCS member, notes that
direction for initially-planned follow-up activities abated
when Hockaday left the system (personal letter, March 16,
1993) .

Similarly, the state was to experience a budget

downturn in 1989-90 that economic forecasters were not
predicting in 1988.

This budget deficit, which will be

studied more fully in the Chapter 5 summary, forced the VCCS
to set aside adherence to the Toward the Year 2000 follow-up
agenda, while the chancellors who followed Hockaday, Pierce,
Nicholas, and Oliver "held the operation together with
baling wire" for the next three to four years
personal conversation, December 29, 1993) .

(Oliver,

Hockaday's

condition that the report would "have to be evaluated often
in light of economic conditions"

(personal conversation,

January 4, 1994) was not fully realized.
The Committee Report - The Text:
The Johnson and Marcus model for commission
effectiveness includes several elements which describe how
the text contributes to report and commission effectiveness.
One imperative for report effectiveness, according to the
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Johnson and Marcus

(1986) model, is that the report address

objectives of the charge.

The report of the Committee on

the Future of the VCCS, Toward the Year 2000, clearly states
the charge for the Committee of 100 in its "Foreword," pages
vi-vii, and "Prologue," pages 1-2:

1) to apply the VCCS

mission for planning purposes, and 2) to interpret Building
Communities for Virginia.

The "Prologue" describes who will

attack the job: the Committee of 100; how: through the
charrette process; and to what end:

"to produce a document

which will provide a guide for action for years to come"
(CFVCCS, p. 2).
It is obvious, just skimming the report,

that its

producers intended to adhere to the Building Communities
legacy.

Scattered throughout and often set apart from the

text with borders are quotations from the national report
which highlight problem areas isolated by the Committee of
100.

Similarly, descriptions of trends and suggestions for

solutions offered by Building Communities are included to
document the problems

(see Appendix A, Figure 2).

As the

comparison of "Contents" from earlier in this chapter
displays,

the issues featured in both reports parallel,

although the Virginia report uses data specific to this
state to document the problems areas.
The charge of interpreting the VCCS mission was
accomplished utilizing Building Communities' help to format
issues.

For instance, the concept of "comprehensive"

services and programs for all students is a prominent and

recurring theme and statement in the VCCS mission.

All

segments of the report discuss issues which support that
role, but the single segment on "The Curriculum"
illustrates,

for example, ample evidence that the Committee

on the Future of the VCCS "emphatically endorses the
concepts included in the VCCS mission statement, which must
be implemented aggressively to meet the changing needs of
the Commonwealth"

(CFVCCS, p. 15).

The committee supports

this assertion by recommending action to strengthen general
education, promote international studies and foreign
language, foster lifetime learning, improve developmental
education, and assist with local literacy efforts.

Other

segments of the report such as those concentrating on
classroom, community, partnerships, and resources, support
or supplement the curriculum discussion.
Johnson and Marcus

(1986) maintain that an effective

report should also adequately document problems.

One could

maintain that the first "problem" to be identified would be
the need for a planning process for the VCCS.

The

"Foreword" and "Prologue" of Toward the Year 2000 refer to
the need for this planning effort in Virginia, although
neither protract details about 1) preliminary efforts
leading to the committee's work or 2) expectations for
specific planning steps to follow.

The "introduction"

reveals that a Master Plan existed to guide early community
college establishment, but no continuous planning effort was
projected,

to the report's detriment.

The text of the report does evidence justification,
the majority of cases, for problems described.

in

In many

instances, it supplies data describing Virginia's status
with the issue and/or commentary from Building Communities
to relate national trends that apply to Virginia's
circumstances.

For example,

both (Appendix A, Figure 2).

"The Students" segment utilizes
Where the discussion covers

issues more specific to the state, such as in the
"Resources" segment,

the data describes Virginia funding

methods, resource history, and problems,

to the extent that

a generalist in the community college system could
understand what the problems are and appreciate the gist of
the recommendations made.

To this effect, the problem

description is appropriate to a basic, directional document
on which long-term planning will be based.
A third requirement of committee report effectiveness,
according to Johnson and Marcus

(1986), is that the report

make clear recommendations related to the problems
described.

The Toward the Year 2000 segment entitled "The

Classroom and Instruction" contains typical examples of
recommendations made in this report which are clear,
specific, and detailed.

Having narrated the challenge of

providing excellent instruction to a diversity of students,
for example,

the report makes recommendation V-l which

proposes Chancellor's Commonwealth Professor appointments.
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RECOMMENDATION V-l.
The VCCS should establish a program of Chancellor's
Commonwealth Professor appointments to recognize and
support teaching excellence in the Virginia Community
College System.
These appointments might have the
following features:
three-year terms;
a stipend in addition to base salary; and
appropriate release time to support the conducting
of a self-directed project of personal and
professional development related to teaching
responsibilities.
The Commonwealth Professors might do the following:
participate periodically in VCCS sponsored
Commonwealth Professor seminars dealing with
interdisciplinary topics and issues confronting
community college education; and
be available to serve in various advisory
capacities to the chancellor on matters relating
to curriculum, instruction, and faculty welfare.
Chancellor's Commonwealth Professors should be selected
through a process of rigorous institutional and
systemwide peer review involving nomination by their
respective institutions and review by a panel that
would select systemwide a limited number of candidates
for appointment by the chancellor. (CFVCCS, pp. 32-33)
This recommendation not only suggests that excellent
teachers should be recognized, but also specifies what perks
and requirements that recognition should include.

It

incorporates time to accomplish a professional development
activity, as well as a monetary reward,

thereby noting that,

even for the best teachers, continued improvement should be
the goal.

The recommendation also suggests mobilizing these

stellar individuals within the system so that they can
encourage or inspire other individuals to excel.

This

recommendation goes beyond mere reward and aspires to
promote proactive change through individuals in the system.
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In a similar manner,

section II on "The Curriculum"

illustrates clear recommendations.

An example which

suggests action for developmental education states:
RECOMMENDATION II-8.
Virginia community colleges should refer students
identified as reading below the fifth grade level, or
with acute mathematical deficiencies, to local literacy
providers, to community college programs designed for
that level, or to other appropriate agencies. (CFVCCS,
p. 18)
One recommendation of several dealing with developmental
studies problems,

II -8 offers a specific cutoff level for

referral and submits alternatives for students needing this
level of instruction.
A fourth and final Johnson and Marcus

(1986) element of

effective commission reports is that the report provide
ample documentation concerning the recommendations.

This

element is the one in which Toward the Year 2000 is most
weak.

Although each recommendation is clear as to the

direction for and type of actions suggested, there is no
detailed follow-up documentation about, for instance, how
and at what level the recommendation is to be funded, or who
will implement the suggestion.
warns, however,

Current Chancellor Oliver

that the document was not consistently

strong in making clear and concrete recommendations.
Specifically, he feels the document "failed to predict and
document the needs for new campuses

[or]... to address in an

implementable way how Virginia should be setting policy for
economic development."

Oliver also comments that the task
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forces developed for these areas did not finalize reports
that could be of use to the system in planning for these
areas

(personal conversation, December 29, 1993).
One may look to the "Faculty and Staff" section of the

report to illustrate this shortage of documentation
concerning implementation.

The first problem description

emphasizes the challenge with burnout in a faculty that is
aging, but not ready to retire.

The recommendation:

RECOMMENDATION V I -1.
The VCCS should review faculty responsibilities and
workload policies to assure that these policies are
appropriate and that they promote excellence.
This
review should include consideration of the implication
of instructional technologies, teaching loads in terms
of credit and contact hours, committee
responsibilities, extracurricular activities, action
research, planning time, office hours, class size, and
the effect of overloads. (CFVCCS, p. 35)
This is a good recommendation for action which considers
areas affecting faculty effectiveness and morale.

What the

Johnson and Marcus model suggests, however, is that
additional documentation might offer examples of good
responsibilities and workload policies from other states,
might list resources to support research or technology
issues, or might cite studies done that may have produced a
good benchmark for appropriate class sizes.

Might it not,

for instance, also be appropriate to define what is meant by
"excellence" in teaching?
In subsequent paragraphs, the report argues that the
VCCS must take measures to integrate valuable part-time
instructors into the collegial life of the colleges.
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RECOMMENDATION V I -5.
The VCCS should develop a policy regarding the
selection, orientation, compensation, evaluation,
renewal, and use of part-time faculty, (p. 37)
This recommendation might also have been supported with a
suggested "good policy," compensation scales, or methods for
evaluation.

The committee might have also suggested an

"appropriate" ratio of part-time to full-time faculty.
This fourth element of effective commission reports
requiring ample documentation concerning the recommendations
has merit in that it would save research time and effort for
task forces that follow to actually pursue implementation of
the report recommendations, as in the case of the Committee
on the Future of the VCCS effort.

The "A Final Word"

segment of Toward the Year 2000, though, argues that the
particular twist of the committee's work with this document
was to "deal with concepts, concerns, hopes, and visions for
the Virginia Community College System"
Therefore,

(CFVCCS, p. 56).

this segment explains, the report

"contains

virtually no quantitative projections and few prescriptions
for specific programs"

(CFVCCS, p. 56).

This is the

weakness Oliver isolates in his examples of economic
development and facilities.
The Committee on the Future of the VCCS goal with the
committee process was not to solve and finitely document
each of the problem areas identified in the community
college system, but to produce a document that would:
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provide a guide for the colleges as they prepare for
their long-range plans, and an agenda for the State
Board for Community Colleges and other policymakers as
they consider the future of the VCCS. (CFVCCS, p. 56)
The actual plans for action and implementation procedures
were to come from special task forces identified after the
report was produced.
on the issues

Therefore, substantial documentation

(the fourth effectiveness element in Johnson

and Marcus' model) was anticipated to be accomplished during
the follow-up planning task force and implementation phases
in this VCCS scenario.
The Committee Report--The Content;
Peterson (1983) argues that commission reports use
evidence selectively and avoid difficult issues.

Thorough

review of this committee report suggests that Johnson and
Marcus might have added another characteristic to their
elements of effective commissions:

inclusion of all

possible affecting issues, particularly those which m a y be
considered difficult issues.

It may be that some

commissions have specific goals that cause them to look at
only specific areas and with a limiting perspective.

The

Committee on the Future of the VCCS was charged, however,
with exposing all major issues that would impact the VCCS in
the fulfillment of its mission through the year 2000.

There

is evidence that the committee's process did open the floor
to all issues through the paper submission activity.

And

through inclusion of the legislative, business, and higher
education agency representatives in the charrette, the
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committee encouraged integration of different perspectives
on challenges facing the system.

Many major areas were

addressed in that committee report,

ranging from classroom

instruction and faculty issues, to student servicing and
retention,

to partnerships,

to funding and assessment.

This

wide-open charge to expose all pertinent issues leads some
VCCS leaders to concur that the report's value is diminished
because of its ultra-inclusive or "wishlist" aspect
(Griffin, 1993; McCartan, 1994; Oliver, December 29, 1993) .
Generally speaking,

the report does cover a wide range of

issues pertinent to the VCCS through the beginning of the
next century, and it provides balanced evidence to support
consideration for those issues.

Much of the evidence

offered derives from Building Communities, as well as from
VCCS and SCHEV databases.
One could argue, though, that Toward the Year 2000
reflects the Peterson-defined condition of avoiding
controversy.

It seems, for instance, that most issues

outlined reflect those detailed by earlier reports issued
during the 1980s.

This in itself is not weakness, because

the issues included are directly related to the potential
success of community colleges.

For instance, no educator

would argue the point that there ought to be funds available
to award for excellence in instruction.

The Carnegie

Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education recommended in
its 19 81 report, Three Thousand Futures:

The Next Twenty

Years for Higher Education, that state higher education
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agencies create state-level funds promoting excellence,

like

those available through the U.S. Department of Education's
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

(FIPSE).

Building Communities also notes that community college
systems should establish innovative teachers' funds
p. 14) and establish distinguished teaching chairs
p. 25) for college faculty.

(CFCC,
(CFCC,

Toward the Year 2000 mirrors

that precept in its recommendation to establish Chancellor's
Commonwealth Professor appointments to encourage and reward
excellent teaching in Virginia community colleges
another example,

(V-l).

As

reports since the 1947 Truman Commission

report have advocated unlocking access for students through
increased financial aid from either state or federal
sources.

Ironically, Building Communities has no specific

recommendation for increasing financial aid;

it simply

urges a commitment to "offer all students an open door"
(CFCC, p. 10).

Toward the Year 2000 is a bit more specific

in that it recommends:

"Each college should develop

expanded and more flexible financial aid programs to help
meet the financial needs of underserved populations"
(CFVCCS, p. 12).
The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher
Education also encourages developing consortia and the
cooperative use of facilities
report,

(1981, p. 123).

The VCCS

in like spirit, recommended (V-3) establishing

"statewide cooperative centers of instructional
specialization at various community colleges which would
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provide a distinctive emphasis on an identified aspect of
the classroom and instruction"

(CFVCCS, pp. 59-60).

the above examples are appropriate,
community college consideration.

All of

strong issues for

What Peterson contends,

though, is that they are not earth-shattering, ground
breaking pronouncements;

nor are they daring enough to be

controversial or to provide sweeping change or fiscal
savings.
Peterson's criticism has some validity when applied to
Toward the Year 2000, if one recalls that, in 1947, the
Truman Commission report on higher education recommended
"universal access" to higher education at a time when only a
very small percentage of eligible students attended college
and also called for integration of the races in higher
education several years before the Brown v. Board of
Education,

Topeka, Kansas ruling.

This report stands out as

bold in its time, calling for real change in institutions
and culture.

Similarly, the aforementioned Carnegie Council

report, Three Thousand Futures, which appeared in 1981,
recommended that the states develop new financing formulas
to encourage diversity and innovation, emphasize post-audit
measures of management performance, and even assist with
institutional mergers as colleges are streamlined to perform
according to revisited and concise missions
121-122).

(CCPSHE, pp.

These advisements suggest more intrepid new tacts

which call for innovation in systems.
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In comparison, Toward the Year 2000 cannot be hailed as
innovating grand new concepts for education.

For example,

in referring to the problems with "Appendix M" budget
guidelines,

the report (IV-2) states that the VCCS should

"seek changes to the funding base which acknowledge the
support and services provided to part-time and underprepared
students"

(CFVCCS, p. 46).

Another recommendation in this

section states:
RECOMMENDATION I X -3
The VCCS should study the further development and
refinement of normative standards in all maintenance
and operation (M & O) funding categories. (CFVCCS, p.
46)
Neither recommendation promotes another funding model
altogether or gives projected improvements for such change.
In like manner, Recommendations IX-6 and IX-7 offer that the
VCCS colleges should, respectively, explore automation of
operations functions and increase their use of volunteers to
create cost savings for the system (CFVCCS, p. 48).

These

two seem like faint ripples in a lake that is troubled
fiscally to its depths.

In none of its recommendations does

the Virginia report call for exceptionally dramatic r e 
vamping of the way it does business or is funded.
All things considered,

though, Peterson's criticism may

be inappropriately aimed at Toward the Year 200 0 .

The

Committee on the Future of the VCCS never had as its charge
a restructuring of the system.

The report reflects

attention to a specific dual-fold charge;

the product is an
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interpretation of Building Communities and a suggestion for
action to fulfill the VCCS mission.

Arnold Oliver explains

that, because of economic realities and the Commission on
the University for the 21st Century influence in Virginia
higher education,

"restructuring" is the current dialogue.

This discussion is not directly related to Toward the Year
2000, because the context of that committee activity was
"expansion, not restructuring"

(personal conversation,

December 29, 1993); the changes called for were not
envisioned in a much-tightened fiscal situation.

Similarly,

Gordon Davies suggests that the context for that committee
activity was "internally-focused," with less delving into
what is happening outside the VCCS

(personal conversation,

January 4, 1994) .
Peterson suggests that all commission reports need
address hard issues and strike controversy.

But Philip

Altbach contends that commissions are created for different
purposes, and their reports reflect differences in goal.
For instance,

"typically, committees merely report their

findings and leave their implementation to others"

(p. 16);

"policy implementation occurs at lower levels"

(p. 14).

Depending on the objectives of the committees,

"committee

recommendations range from broad policy guidelines to quite
specific proposals for detailed changes and suggestions
relative to the cost of such reforms and the means by which
they might be implemented"

(Altbach, p. 16).

The goal of
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the Virginia report was to give policy-making direction for
the state community college system.
The Committee Report: Presentation Style
Paul Peterson also acknowledges that committee reports
are generally written with elegance and style;

they are

"more cautious in their identification of the problem, more
focused in their statements of objectives, and more direct
and concrete"

(1988, p. 35).

Toward the Year 2000 adopts

the type of arrangement found in Building Communities, which
uses problem descriptions following by related
recommendations.

The VCCS report reflects Altbach's

observation that policy description becomes more focused and
concrete as it gets closer to the level of implementation.
For example, Building Communities treats adult literacy
programs by noting that community colleges should act as
coordinating bodies to establish adult literacy centers
(CFCC, pp. 16-17);
detail the problem.

no national statistics are given to
In comparison,

the Virginia report

allots three pages to the status of literacy in Virginia,
giving statistics on the number of adults in the state who
are functionally illiterate, and tying the problem into the
community college mission to help raise these individuals to
the level at which they can take advantage of community
college developmental reading and math instruction.
recommendations are devoted to this problem.

Three

The first, II-

9, calls for individual community colleges to create
agreements with area literacy coordinating committees and to
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offer support services.

The second, 11-10, urges

development of small business consortia to provide workplace
literacy.

Recommendation II -11 urges the State Board for

Community Colleges to outline the community colleges'

roles

in literacy efforts and request resources from the
legislature to support them (CFVCCS, pp. 18-20).

Obviously,

the VCCS report represents a more specific plan for action.
This more concrete style of Toward the Year 2000,
wherein problems are presented with Virginia-specific data
and recommendations are made in a reasoned manner, makes the
text seem convincing and urgent.

The tone of the text is

decisive and direct, with no unimportant rhetoric to
sidetrack the readers or obscure the message.

The report is

eminently readable, and thereby easily understood by any
reasonably educated layperson.

"Education-ease," or

specialized jargon, is practically non-existent.
as "2 + 2 , "

Terms such

for example, are fully defined in the context of

the text:
The 2 + 2 programs are a special form of articulation
involving two years of secondary vocational education
combined with two years of technical instruction at the
community college level.
These programs have been
developed through the cooperation of business,
industry, and government leaders, working with leaders
at the secondary and community college level, to meet
the needs of employers. (CFVCCS, p. 27)
Similarly,

"comprehensiveness" in terms of the VCCS mission

is defined as:
the curriculum of the college offers both occupational
and college transfer programs along with courses to
prepare students to enter these programs... continuing
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education... [and] a broad range of services to students
and community residents. (CFVCCS, p. 15)
Persons not directly in community college work could not be
expected to know these two terms.

Hockaday confirms that

this type of writing project was the perfect display of
Donald Puyear's writing talents, whom he credits with
organizing the committee process and producing the written
report

(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

The fact that the text is clear and able to be
understood by the lay public assists with effective
dissemination of the community college message.

Persons

within the colleges are not confused by the esoteric state
budgeting data,

for example.

Conversely,

legislators

reading the text may clearly understand the duties and
services provided by the colleges and appreciate the
resources that must be mustered to continue and to increase
that support.

The urgency of the problems and prescribed

actions is pronounced with the use of "should," rather than
"could" or "might," in the recommendation verbiage.
the language "will" was not used in this document,

That
reflects

the reality that such a report is neither legislation nor
mandate.

In every single recommendation,

similarly, either

the colleges, the State Board for Community Colleges, or the
VCCS is recognized as the entity through which the described
action can take place.
should be culpable.

There is no ambiguity about who
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How Other Sources Reflect on Report Success;
The objective of the Committee on the Future of the
VCCS, again, was to interpret Building Communities and to
devise a planning process that would allow the system to
best implement its mission.

To gauge the success of that

endeavor, it is imperative to look at what the focus has
since been of the VCCS, the State Council on Higher
Education in Virginia

(SCHEV), and the legislature.

If one

committee goal was to produce a document that guides long
range planning for institutions,

the State Board for

Community Colleges, and other policymakers,

then assessing

the committee's effectiveness depends upon examining
planning documents that succeed it and speaking with
individuals who are involved with VCCS planning and
deci s ion-making.
The point in such a review is to determine if the
committee which produced Toward the Year 2000 adequately
outlined issues that would continue to affect the system
through the year 2000, issues that would be addressed in
future planning initiatives, policy formulation, or budget
initiatives.

The goal in such a review is not to suggest

that Toward the Year 2000 directly affected particular
legislative agendas or written documents.

It is enough for

this study to suggest that Toward the Year 2000 is
"effective" if it lays a groundwork of issues definition
that is sufficient upon which to build future planning
efforts.

Immediately after Toward the Year 2000 was issued,

the

General Assembly of Virginia created The Commission on the
University of the 21st Century in response to Governor
Gerald Baliles1 request for a vision for all of higher
education in Virginia for the next century.

That commission

report, The Case for Change, published in 1989, called for
"constructive and fundamental change within [Virginia]
colleges and universities so they will be ready to meet the
demands of life in the 21st century"

(VCU21C, p. 1).

The

commission recommended that:
1)

Virginia colleges should prepare for steady growth
in the 1990s;

2)

institutions should re-examine their missions to
become more effective;

3)

new forms of partnerships should be explored to
create opportunities for students;

4)

growth should be planned to fit within existing
college capacities; and

5)

change should begin at the elementary level,
3)

(p.

These subjects were all broached in the VCCS report.
The Case for Change accents including diversity and
global perspectives in the curricula

(VCU21C, p. 4), noting

that this is an important challenge for community colleges
who enroll about 40 percent of students in state-supported
colleges, only half of whom go on to senior institutions.
The Technology issue under section V of the VCCS report is
expanded upon in The Case for Change, which specifically
urges 1) faculty retooling for technology use, 2) space
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planning to allow for technology and its sharing between
agencies, and 3) continuation for Higher Education Equipment
Trust Fund expenditures

(VCU21C, p. 7) .

Both reports speak

to the need for a faculty renewal program and recruitment of
minority and female faculty.

The Case for Change also

echoes the VCCS report's argument for incentive grants for
faculty projects

(VCU21C, p. 14).

In comparing these reports, one must recognize that
planning for the Commission on the University for the 21st
Century for Virginia began concurrently with the writing of
Toward the Year 2000, and the Virginia higher education
community was contemplating similar issues.

Dr. Anne Pratt,

Director of Legislative and External Relations for the State
Council for Higher Education in Virginia and staff director
for the U21 Commission in 1989, accents the difference in
context, however, between Toward the Year 2000 and The Case
for Change.

Pratt recounts that all documents being written

in the state concerning higher education were collected when
the U21 Commission review process began,
the Year 200 0 .

including Toward

Hearings were held in locations around the

state and national higher education experts were brought in
to discuss current issues.

As a result of collecting,

compiling, and consulting, the U21 Commission decided that
the focus for its document would not be "buying and
building," but "conceptual redrawing."

Fall 1988

occurrences such as student activist murders in China and
the fall of the Berlin Wall fueled the commission's

awareness of tremendous global change and the need for
higher education to respond.

Thus, the focus of the U21

document became "reorganization," rather than expansion
(personal conversation, January 4, 1993).

Gordon Davies

believes that the U21 document continues to effect policy
and practice because it "remains a vision, not a plan"
(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

Dr. Genene

Pavlidis, SCHEV's current Coordinator for VCCS Affairs,
states that it is healthy because there is a direct tie
between the U21 document and the budget process; those
institutions which pattern initiatives on U21 priorities are
the ones whose initiatives get funded (personal
conversation, January 5, 1994).
Importantly, because of the U21 focus, The Case for
Change highlights the need for a "holistic view"

(VCU21C, p.

15) for education systems that would assure cooperation and
sharing between all levels of institutions --creation of
partnerships that would assure students' success and
institutions' effectiveness.
that

Toward the Year 2000 states

(IV -2), "each college should assess the needs for and

establish additional partnerships with senior colleges which
strengthen the transfer function"

(CFVCCS, p. 28).

In

concert, The Case for Change notes that community colleges
and four-year institutions should work together to make
transfer agreements more consistent and easier to
accomplish.

The VCCS should provide quality assurance for

this activity (VCU21C, p. 18).

In December 1991, SCHEV
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issued a state policy on transfer agreements that is
currently becoming utilized as a model of the core
curriculum for transfer.

Ideally, community college

transfer students who complete this core should be accepted
by senior institutions as junior level students.
The example of transfer policy illustrates that the
reports are both useful as a means for "setting public
policy with somewhat lessened political strain," as Genene
Pavlidis notes

(personal conversation, January 5, 1994).

In

Dr. Pavlidis1 estimate, committees such as the U21
Commission or the Committee on the Future of the VCCS have
value in making policy because they spread the onus for
making politically unpopular decisions and often break
stalemates.
The annually-published Virginia Plan for Higher
Education from the SCHEV offices is another indicator of
whether Toward the Year 2000 highlighted appropriate long
term issues upon which to base planning efforts.

The 199 0-

1991 Virginia Plan showcases the need for international
education integrated throughout the curricula.
Pierce, VCCS Chancellor during 1990-1991,

David

states that the

community college activity on internationalizing the
curriculum was one of the finest projects to have resulted
from Toward the Year 2000 task force work
conversation, January 17, 1994).

(personal

The Virginia Plan argues

for creative funding approaches and for extension of the
Higher Education Equipment Trust Fund, as had the VCCS
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report.

Similarly,

it accents keeping access open for the

Commonwealth's students through lowest possible tuitions, as
well as increasing minority representation in student and
faculty ranks.

None of its recommendations are counter to

arguments in Toward the Year 2000.
The 1991-1992 Virginia Plan for Higher Education
confirms that The Commission on the University of the 21st
Century's The Case for Change remains "the agenda for our
systems of higher education"

(SCHEV, 1992, p. 1), despite a

downturn in Virginia's fiscal situation.

The "Presidents'

Letter," otherwise known as "Colleges and Universities For
The 21st Century: A Report and Proposals for Continued
Improvement in Virginia Higher Education," frames and gives
substance to the 1991-92 report.

It restates proposals of

The Case for Change, which can be found iterated in Toward
the Year 2000.

Some of these include:

1)

changing curricula to "incorporate the
contributions and experiences of women and
minorities" (SCHEV, 1992, p. 10);

2)

incorporating global or international issues in
the curricula;

3)

assessing the curriculum and making appropriate
changes;

4)

involving technology in teaching method;

5)

rewarding good teaching;

6)

sharing 2 + 2

agreements;

7)

creating incentives for efficiencies;

8)

protecting access by increasing financial aid; and
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9)

re-designing funding formulas.
10-17)

(SCHEV, 1992, pp.

As a result of its proposals and subsequent lobbying,
Virginia higher education reaped the following benefits from
the 1992 General Assembly session:
1)

tuition increases were allowed to offset some of
the deficit funding for higher education;

2)

financial aid was increased by 69 percent over
1990-92, and extended to half-time students;

3)

state higher education agencies were "directed to
pursue restructuring opportunities" with staff and
curricula;

4)

institutions were authorized to add positions to
instruct and serve increasing numbers of students;

5)

general obligation bonds issues were proposed to
finance space;

6)

the 21st Century Fund was established to fund
competitive research grants;

7)

a 2 percent increase occurred for faculty
salaries, effective December 1, 1992;

8)

additional Higher Education Equipment Trust Fund
dollars were allocated; and

9)

funds were given for library automation and
materials. (SCHEV, 1992, pp. 18-19)

The fact that these actions reiterate Toward the Year 2000
recommendations as well do not necessarily indicate a causal
relationship, but it is evident that the Committee on the
Future of the VCCS report was not far off in anticipating
issues that would be considered for planning activity in
Virginia higher education.
Oliver, McCartan, and other VCCS leaders contend that
other planning documents and activities

(with the exception

of Focus for the 1990's) do not deliberately look back to
Toward the Year 2000 for direction, but the report provides
a continuing historical perspective for planning (Oliver,
personal conversation, December 29, 1993).

For instance,

Oliver notes that "the report did not drive the legislative
plan for the years since Toward the Year 200 0 's publication,
because the realities of budget reductions and high tuition
increases drove the agendas in 1991-93"
conversation, December 29, 1993).

(personal

The unforeseen economic

downturn of 1989-90 created a different context for planning
concerning issues espoused by the report, but many issues
continue to have salience for the system and exist as
priorities, even with the deficit reality.
For example, four legislative initiatives were promoted
by the VCCS for the 1993 General Assembly session.

The

first, seeking funds to continue to move toward a 70 percent
to 30 percent full- to part-time faculty ratio echoes Toward
the Year 2000's position of viewing "the increasing number
of part-time faculty as a disturbing trend"

(CFVCCS, p. 36).

The second, seeking funds for automating and networking
community college libraries, addresses the report's request
for networking and partnerships within the VCCS

(IV-7) and

the cost-effective utilization of libraries and learning
resource centers

(V-2).

The third initiative asked that

funds be forthcoming to offset another tuition increase.
This item reflects the concern of VCCS report Recommendation
1-3, which calls for maintaining tuition and fees at "the
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lowest level possible"

(CFVCCS, p. 11).

The final

initiative asks for faculty salary increases, in the Toward
the Year 2000 humor of rewarding faculty appropriately.
Oliver cautions, however, that salary increases are not
an indicator of planning direction, whether provided by
Toward the Year 2000 or another source, but reflect only the
general economic condition of Virginia.

For example,

"in

good times, faculty received as much as 10 percent
increases, whereas recently they received only two percent."
One point that would indicate particular favor for the VCCS
would be how the General Assembly deals with maintenance
reserve funds, the monies that are set aside to help
maintain integrity of facilities on college campuses
(personal conversation, December 29, 1993).

Similarly,

the

unpredicted budget shortfall of 1989-90 which led to several
years of "state demands exceeding revenue capacities"
(Davies, 1994) created the situation of fast-increasing
tuition in Virginia public higher education.

Oliver

(personal conversation, December 29, 1993) and DiCroce
(personal letter, December 1, 1993) attribute the tuition
offset funding to the reality of these high tuition
increases.

Overall, concerning the effect of the recession

on the 1991-93 legislative agendas, Dr. Oliver states that,
Confidence in the Virginia economy has eroded, so the
General Assembly and the administration will be
considerably more cautious for at least four more years
in terms of making commitments, (personal conversation,
December 29, 1993)

The best evidence for the continued applicability of
Toward the Year 2000 is that it is referred to as a base for
the current VCCS planning document, The VCCS Plan: Focus for
the 1990's, which was published in fall 1992.
the Year 2000, Focus for the 1990's states,

About Toward

"it is still a

significant planning document and Focus for the 1990's
develops specific recommendations and actions based on this
earlier document"

(VCCS, 1992, p. 1).

As such, it serves as

"a prominent backdrop for Focus for the 1990's" (Oliver,
conversation, December 29, 1994).

Ironically,

the planning

group did not use Toward the Year 2000 when it began Focus
for the 1990's, but included reference to it after reminded
by VCCS constituents.
Focus for the 1990's isolates seven issues which are
pertinent to VCCS planning, and which are outlined in Toward
the Year 2000, and details "short-range and long-range
tactical activities"
the system.

(VCCS, 1992, p. 1) to be completed for

The plan also identifies four emerging issues

that will require system office definition and attention.
The VCCS again recognized in Focus for the 1990's first
framing issue that Access is a driving issue for planning.
As Toward the Year 2000 describes it, "access has to do with
making the programs and services of the college available to
students"

(CFVCCS, p. 10).

The current planning document

adopts Toward the Year 2000's characterization of access in
three categories:

geographic, financial, and academic.

committee report did not emphasize having to accommodate

The
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large enrollment growth, but Focus for the 1990's stresses
this as a major problem for access.

It notes that the

community colleges must help take in a projected 50,000
additional undergraduates by the year 2000.

Since the

document's publication, SCHEV has revised that estimate up
to 65,000

(SCHEV, Jan 12, 1993, p. 2).

Focus for the 1990's details activities that can be
done on a system-wide basis, in contrast to Toward the Year
2000, which recommends activities for the system and
individual community colleges equally.

With this in mind,

one may compare the access-related recommendations from
Toward the Year 2000 that call for systems action, not
institutional action, with the proposed activities in the
current planning document.

The committee report,

for

example, deems institutions responsible for geographic
access issues

(Recommendations 1-1, 1-2).

But the system is

viewed as responsible for (1-3) "maintaining student tuition
and fees at the lowest possible level"

(CFVCCS, p. 11).

Focus for the 1990's recommends that a tuition study be done
of the preceding three years to determine the effect of
tuition increases on access.

Recommendations 1-7, 1-8, and

1-9 of the committee report urge identifying and serving
underserved populations

(CFVCCS, pp. 13-14).

A long-range

activity from the current planning document calls for
analyzing enrollment to identify who the VCCS serves and how
it serves them (VCCS, 1992, P. 2).

Committee Recommendation

I -10 asks that the VCCS establish a system for assessing
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colleges in meeting needs of handicapped students
p. 14).

(CFVCCS,

The current planning document echoes this by urging

that the VCCS "assist individual colleges in understanding
and responding to the American Disabilities Act and the
Occupational Safety and Health Act"

(VCCS, 1992, p. 2) .

Focus for the 1990's broadly supports the original committee
stand by asking for general funding from the 1993 General
Assembly session to promote access.

It additionally

proposes studies of dual enrollment and inmate education,
both mentioned in the committee's report.
Focus for the 1990's generally follows the presentation
order found in Toward the Year 2000, although it boils down
some of the sections to combine them around a single issue.
In addition to Access, the other areas discussed by the
planning document are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Curriculum and Quality of Instruction;
Multi-Cultural Diversity;
Human Resources;
Facilities;
Technology; and
Funding.

Under "Curriculum and Quality of Instruction," the VCCS plan
emphasizes providing workforce preparation, both in response
to Workforce 2000 and tech-prep initiatives
3).

(VCCS, 1992, p.

Toward the Year 2000 had underscored the importance of

such initiatives in Recommendation IV-3, which exhorts the
colleges to establish partnerships to "provide training and
retraining of the workforce"

(CFVCCS, p. 29).

Both

documents promote assessing partnerships with senior
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institutions and evaluating transfer success.

Both

recommend studying "qualitative measures of instruction"
(VCCS,1992, p. 3) to fuel debate on needed curricular
revisions

(II-3).

Toward the Year 2000 referred to the work

of the Joint Task Force on Remediation as providing a
standard for developmental education in the VCCS through the
year 2000

(CFVCCS, p. 18).

Focus for the 1990's advises

refining this standard and setting up a tracking method that
will help assess the value of developmental education (VCCS,
1992, p. 4).

Seven of twelve planning proposals in this

segment are directly related to recommendations in Toward
the Year 2000.
Focus for the 1990's advocates adopting "a
comprehensive VCCS Plan for Multicultural Diversity" that
describes:
1)

means for colleges to attract under-represented
students, faculty or staff;

2)

campus civility;

3)

sexual harassment;

4)

internationalizing the curricula;

5)

strategies to mirror the diversity of the service
region;

6)

developing women andminorities

forpromotion; and

7)

"means for 'growing our
own'minority faculty and
administrators." (VCCS, 1992, p. 5)

Although the civility and sexual harassment issues were not
addressed in Toward the Year 2000, the others were.

As examples of multi-cultural concern, Recommendations
1-7, 1-8, and 1-9 deal with recruiting and serving
underserved individuals and strengthening minority
representation

(CFVCCS, pp. 13-14) .

In tandem, Toward the

Year 2000 Recommendation V I -6 importunes both individual
colleges and the VCCS to strategize to produce and
ultimately implement affirmative action plans "for the
recruitment, retention, and advancement of minorities and
women"

(CFVCCS, p. 37) in faculty and staff positions.

Recommendation V I -2 refers to identifying and preparing
possible future minority and female faculty and staff
(CFVCCS, p. 36).

In addition, Recommendation I V -6 notes

that the VCCS should "explore and develop" international
partnerships to promote international awareness,

initiate

people exchanges, and link students and faculty with
international organizations

(CFVCCS, p. 30).

Similarly,

Recommendations II-5 and II -6 stress including foreign
language in core curricula and providing such instruction to
community organizations and industry.
The "Human Resources" segment of Focus for the 1990's
is supported in theory, but less well in specifics, by
Toward the Year 2000.

Of course, the committee report notes

that the system will probably have most of its current
faculty for at least ten years more, so professional
development programs will be essential to keeping that
contingent "competent, up to date, enthusiastic, and
innovative"

(CFVCCS, p. 35).

Recommendation VI-2 suggests
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devising a faculty and staff professional development
program to be funded with "at least 2 percent of the VCCS
instructional budget"

(CFVCCS, p. 36).

Both are fleshed out

more specifically in the current planning document.

In like

fashion, that document expands on the committee's suggestion
in I V -3 to "increase exchanges between educators and
employees"

(CFVCCS, p. 29).

Again, in this pattern, Toward

the Year 2000 had not specified the 70:30 mix of full-time
and part-time faculty that the current planning document
advocates, yet it had "viewed the increasing number of parttime faculty as a disturbing trend"

(CFVCCS, p. 36).

The extreme state budget downturn of 1989-90 had not
yet hit at Toward the Year 2 000's appearance, so that report
does not reflect the Focus for the 1990's desperate call for
"cost-of-living and merit increases for all VCCS teaching
faculty, administrative faculty, and classified staff" and
support of SCHEV across-the-board salary increases
1992, p. 6).

(VCCS,

In a similar vein, Focus for the 1990's asks

for a "system-wide plan for teaching and administrative
faculty replacement in the 1990's"

(VCCS, 1992, p. 6), a

plan that the Committee on the Future of the VCCS did not
find imminent 6 years ago.
Focus for the 1990's reiterates

Toward the Year 20 0 0 's

concern that the community colleges need "physical
facilities sufficient in square footage and geographic
accessibility to accommodate both current and projected
enrollment demands"

(VCCS, 1992, p. 7), as well as proper

maintenance to assure their continued effective function.
Recommendations V I I I -1 and -2 of the committee report
propose that the college site plans be updated and that
facilities be updated to meet demands.

Both also ask that

the General Assembly sessions allocate state funds for
necessary improvements and maintenance.

Recommendation

VI I I -2 urges the VCCS to "pursue changes in SCHEV space
guidelines and funding priorities"

(CFVCCS, p. 41).

Focus

for the 1990's asks for slightly more specific action on
these items.

For instance,

the plan calls for updating

facilities master plans by June 1994 and creating preventive
maintenance plans for each college.

The plan also asks for

colleges to be trained on SCHEV space guidelines.

The two

documents additionally both support the issuance of General
Obligation Bonds to support capital improvements.
Similarly, both support the funding and utilization of
maintenance reserve funds.

Focus for the 1990's extends

beyond Recommendation Vlll-1 of the committee report to
specify areas that might be studied as possible additional
campus sites.

Both reports are concerned about maintaining

access for increasing numbers of individuals served through
the community colleges in Virginia.
Education commissions have promoted technology as
important to their missions for many years.

One Virginia

study in 1959 noted that "television should be used as a
more economical approach to higher education"

(Vaughan,
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p. 8).

The President's Science Advisory Committee in 1967

stated that:
Innovative educational techniques, such as television,
transistor radios, and movies should be employed on a
massive scale to decrease illiteracy, improve extension
education, and increase opportunities for communication
of information. (Rogers, p. 35)
It makes sense that technology not only allows for some
efficiencies in information transfer, but increases
students' likelihood of attaining or retaining material.
After all, some individuals learn better with visual
stimulation, as opposed to merely reading or hearing
lectures.

Suanne and John Roueche advance that:

people retain 10% of what they read, 20% of what they
hear, 30% of what they see, 50% of what they see and
hear, 70% of what they say, and 90% of what they do and
say. (1989, p. 51)
Toward the Year 2000 is interspersed with
recommendations about how technology can help accomplish
aspects of the community college mission.

Under

"Partnerships," for instance, it exhorts colleges to (IV-7)
"be a part of a VCCS statewide educational
telecommunications network to provide improved opportunities
for students and increased faculty and staff development"
(CFVCCS, p. 31).

The committee report states that,

"When

technology accomplished (instructional goals) at a
reasonable cost, it should be considered"

(CFVCCS, p. 35).

Toward the Year 2000 Recommendation V-2 calls for definition
to precede plans for telecommunications networks,

library

automation, and instructional workload adjustment for
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technology use.

Focus for the 1990's urges that the VCCS

adopt a system-wide plan for computing and
telecommunications structures for the colleges by 1994.

It

also asks that funding be sought from the General Assembly
to establish an operational automated library system for the
VCCS by June 30, 1994

(VCCS, 1992, p. 8).

Recommendation V-

3 had championed telecourse production and delivery (CFVCCS,
p. 34), and the current planning document urges that a VCCS
plan for a system-wide distance education network
1992, p. 8) be implemented.

(VCCS,

Both documents acknowledge the

gains in quality and efficiency that can occur with
technology to expand access to courses and tutorials, as
well as support services.
The final highlighted issue for Focus for the 1990's is
"Funding."

This document calls for a study to determine the

impact of rising tuition on students and programs

(VCCS,

1992, p. 9), a concern voiced by Toward the Year 2000 in
Chapters I (p. 11) and IX (p. 46).

Although the committee

report recommended exploring "various alternatives for
funding"

(CFVCCS, p. 47), it did not ask, as the planning

paper did in 1992, for a "system-wide approach to developing
external funding sources"

(VCCS, 1992, p. 9), to include

grants and donations to Educational Foundations.

An item of

particular importance in both documents is that the
percentage of funding according to "Appendix M" guidelines
on enrollment be increased "to reflect the costs of
providing services,

such as counseling, assessing, placing,
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advising, and registering"

(CFVCCS, p. 46).

Focus for the

19901s asks that "VCCS funding be restored to 9 0 percent" of
those guidelines

(VCCS, 1992, p. 10).

The system remains

concerned about funding for growth and for the increase in
numbers of part-time students.
Focus for the 1990's calls for added debate and
definition of four issues, all of which were suggested by
Toward the Year 2000.

The first,

"privatization and profit

centers," is foreshadowed by the notion of partnerships and
the search for alternative funding.

The second,

"system

office communication, organization, and support," is evident
in the recommendation structure, which notes VCCS support
and responsibility.

The third,

"Virginia community colleges

as 'community catalysts'," is the underlying concept of the
Building Communities model adopted by the report, and it is
reflected in discussions about partnerships with other
agencies,

support for literacy efforts, and cultivation of

the underserved and underrepresented.

Finally,

the

community college role in workplace re-training is a big
issue raised under Chapters II (p. 16), III (p. 23), and IV
(p. 28) in Toward the Year 2000.

The planning document

recognizes that this ought to be an issue further defined
and discussed outside of general workplace training.
Other diverse, but important, references reflect the
applicability of issues in Toward the Year 2000 in planning
for the VCCS future.

Nationally, works such as Dale

Parnell's Dateline 2000

(1990) argue that effectively
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dealing with changing forces in the 1990s will depend upon
how successfully institutions:
1)

deal with "relatedness of issues:"

2)

"build a

sense of community within and outside the

college;11
3)

"increase institutional flexibility;"

4)

"develop funding stability;" and

5)

"improve

governance and leadership effectiveness."

(p. 32)
"The Curriculum" section of the VCCS committee report
underscores "coherence."

The "Community," "Partnerships,"

and "Faculty and Staff" chapters promote building community
with colleagues and outside organizations.

Flexibility is

encouraged in many sections of the report, but particularly
under "Partnerships," "Classroom and instruction," and
"Leadership."

Improving funding stability is a chore

addressed under "Resources."

Similarly,

"Leadership Toward

the Year 2000" addresses governance and leadership
effectiveness.

This adherence is not surprising, given the

leadership role Parnell played with both the AACJC
Commission on the Future of Community Colleges and as a
facilitator of the Committee of 100 charrette for Virginia.
Within the state, an assortment of agency publications,
meeting notes, and references from individuals gives
additional credence to the applicability of Toward the Year
2000 tenets in current debate and planning.

One can examine

just a few recent references to remark how consistent that
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evidence is, still, in adhering to the direction espoused by
the Committee on the Future of the VCCS.

SCHEV Council

Notes from Spring 1993, for instance, state that the 1993
General Assembly session approved the following items
related to community colleges:
1)

higher salaries for classified staff and faculty;

2)

"additional $3.4 million...for the VCCS to meet
anticipated enrollment demands in 1993-94;"

3)

additional student aid;

4)

expansion of the Equipment Trust Fund;

5)

funds for planning site expansion; and

6)

funds for library systems networking.
1993, pp. 2-3)

(SCHEV, March 9,

One of the task forces created to address top priority
issues from Toward the Year 2000 was the Task Force on
Educational Telecommunications.

This group's report was

followed by the Virginia Distance Education Network, which
framed cooperative distance learning procedures for the VCCS
colleges.

As a result of this effort, the VCCS office hired

a Director of Instructional Technology in 1993 to assist the
colleges in acquiring technology resources.

And the General

Assembly funded some initiatives for distance learning in
which VCCS colleges participated.

In early 1993, the VCCS

Chancellor, Arnold Oliver, created and charged the Distance
Learning Focus Group to analyze previous reports and
studies,

including Toward the Year 2000, and recommend how

technology could be used in this area to improve educational
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access for Virginia citizens

(Distance, p. 2).

The group

proposed that:
1)

each college make available resources to support
distance education;

2)

the "hub concept' be re-evaluated in light of recent
technological advances;

3)

the Chancellor name an Instructional Technology Task
Force to recommend a structure for delivery systems in
the VCCS;

4)

the VCCS support faculty professional development in
technology areas;

5)

the Chancellor develop a means for assessing effective
computing environments on the campuses; and

6)

technology initiatives begin with faculty.

These recommendations intertwine in support of instructional
technology and faculty professional development issues
underscored in Toward the Year 2000.
The 1993 Presidents' Paper, which was presented to
SCHEV by the university presidents, the VCCS Chancellor, and
the SCHEV Director in September 1993, outlines challenges
Virginia higher education faces in achieving its goals for
the 1990s, given severe state budget constraints.
for all of Virginia are:
2) quality of services;

The goals

1) access to higher education;
3) effective use of resources,

increase effectiveness without increasing costs.

to

The major

thrust of the Presidents' Paper is that funding for higher
education in Virginia should remain at least at 12 percent
of the total state budget, in order to prevent backsliding
in access, quality of instruction, and support services.
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The Paper accents that "a good system of colleges and
universities" must be maintained by:
paying competitive salaries, gaining access to new
information, acquiring new equipment in a technological
age, hiring faculty to teach more students, and
maintaining state-owned property whose value approaches
$4 billion. (Presidents, pp. 2-3)
These issues underscore the discussions from the community
college perspective in the "Faculty and Staff,"
"Curriculum," and "Resources" chapters of Toward the Year
2000.

Each issue affects access and quality,

concerns of the community college system.

tandem

These are

important to community colleges particularly, because, as
Terry O ’Banion notes,

"current innovation is motivated by

the complimentary concept of 'access with quality'"

(1989,

p. 10) .
As Chancellor of the VCCS, Arnold Oliver, has supported
Toward the Year 2000 precedents for planning in Virginia by
following through on areas that were identified by the
process as being priority.

The previous example of charging

the Distance Education Focus Group to make recommendations
for follow-up on Toward the Year 2000 initiatives
demonstrates his commitment to instructional technology, as
does the inclusion of library automation
as one of the four items on the 1993 legislative agenda.
Oliver has similarly advanced the faculty professional
development issue.

In summer 1993, the first faculty-in-

residence position at the VCCS offices was created.

This

position was filled by Bernadette Black, a professor from
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Northern Virginia Community College, whose job it was to
help develop and implement the professional development
program for the VCCS.

This program includes disciplinary

meetings, wherein faculty from all the community colleges
meet to upgrade skills, share information, and create
valuable support networks.

The program will provide

training in technologies such as Internet and distance
education.

Concomitantly, a Faculty Development Task Force

appointed by the Chancellor began work in summer 1993 to
plan the types of seminars that would be most helpful to
faculty.
Anne-Marie McCartan agrees that the "groundwork for
distance learning and professional development initiatives
was set through the Committee on the Future of the VCCS
activity."

The committee process recommended task forces

whose reports serve as foundation for action;

"without

Toward the Year 2000, the system may not have gotten such
specific activity"

(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

David Pierce supports this view by recalling that Toward the
Year 2000 was a good report that evoked fine-quality task
force work on both internationalizing the curriculum and
promoting telecommunications and instructional technology
projects for the VCCS

(personal conversation, January 17,

1994) .
Oliver has subsequently voiced Toward the Year 2 0 0 0 's
role as a planning base for Focus for the 199 0's

(personal

conversation, June 22, 1993), highlighting the issues of
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technology for instruction and restructuring resources for
efficiency and quality.

The Chancellor "insist[s]

that

[VCCS] colleges retain both the occupational-technical and
transfer aspects of their mission"

(Oliver, p. 2) , thereby

assuring access and fulfillment of the VCCS mission.

His

vision, as expressed through these actions and statements,
coheres with the direction proferred in Toward the Year
2000.

It is important to note, however,

that Oliver,

in his

vision for and use of the document, considers it:
A watershed document for future planning; but I really
consider it much more in a historical perspective,
because the realities of today are so vastly different
than they were when the document was assembled.
At the
' time the document was assembled...the system was
looking at tremendous expansion, a growing economy,
etc. (personal conversation, December 29, 199 3)
The Secretary of Education for the Commonwealth of
Virginia, Karen J. Petersen, confirmed to one higher
education assemblage in November 1993 that the vision for
the higher education system in Virginia is still that which
was espoused by the U21 report, The Case for Change.

Given

that this document shares tenets of Toward the Year 2000,
this statement would seem a confirmation of the Committee on
the Future of the VCCS' direction.

Beyond this, Secretary

Petersen accentuated the importance of workforce training,
emphasizing partnerships with employers, as well as
partnerships with elementary, middle, and secondary schools.
This "lifelong learning" focus is an important message in
the committee's report.

The fact that Toward the Year 2000 issues and
recommendations recur in current discussion on manydifferent education agency levels as well as in the planning
activities of the VCCS and SCHEV indicates that many
recommendations of the committee report were enduring and
applicable in changing fiscal and demographic circumstances.
This researcher reiterates that these conditions indicate
that the Committee on the Future of the VCCS process
isolated enduring issues to include in planning to get to
the year 2000.

However,

the fact that these issues recur in

other Virginia higher education agendas does not indicate a
direct causal effect from Toward the Year 2 0 0 0 's publication
and promotion.

As VCCS leaders espouse,

the committee

document is predominantly useful in that it provides an
"historical perspective"

(Oliver, personal conversation,

December 29, 1993; Wheelan, personal conversation, January
6, 1994) and a "philosophical base"

(Pratt, personal

conversation, January 4, 1994) from which to plan.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Summary
Overview:
This study seeks to determine whether the Committee on
the Future of the Virginia Community College System and its
resultant report, Toward the Year 2000: The Future of the
Virginia Community College System, were effectively
constructed to provide a basis for planning in community
college programs,

teaching, and. leadership.

Was the

committee product merely a "wishlist," or did the activity
lead to an effective process for planning?

The review of

succeeding task force work, legislative activity, and agency
documents in Chapter 4 has demonstrated that the committee's
work has produced its recommendations which lay groundwork
for subsequent planning and change activity for the VCCS.
The chapter also suggests that, because the committee met
many of the elements of effectiveness as defined by Johnson
and Marcus

(1986), its work was able to create an impact on

the VCCS.

In order to complete a discussion of the

committee's effectiveness,

it is important,

in this chapter,

to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the committee
process,

its contributions to policy making in Virginia, and

its suggestions for expanding the effectiveness model
described by Johnson and Marcus.
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Areas of Weakness:
The committee's report, Toward the Year 2000, fulfilled
many elements for effective commissions, as proposed by
Johnson and Marcus.

Research indicates, however,

that the

report might have been made stronger with additional and
more clear recommendations and documentation, as well as a
detailed follow-up mechanism.

In addition, oral histories

suggest that the process might better have included non-VCCS
voices.
Some questions might also be raised about whether
conformity with this model means success from every
perspective as one reviews the effectiveness of the
committee process.

Brad Mitchell,

for example, argues that

many commissions fail to consider fundamental issues

(Hines,

p. 8), and Paul Peterson contends that commissions avoid
difficult issues

(1983, p. 3).

It may be that Johnson and

Marcus' model should be amended to include the statement
that,

"the report includes reference to and discussion of

all pertinent issues, particularly those that may be
difficult or contentious."

By including such comment,

the

report could itself address possible contention concerning
its recommendations, and possibly make implementation a
little more expedient.
Toward the Year 2000, though sound conceptually and
practically, may have been better foreseen issues in four
areas.

Initially apparent to those reading the report after

1990 is that higher education in Virginia did not anticipate
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the imminent and dramatic fiscal downturn for the state in
1989-90.

This downturn was to have a severe impact on

higher education in Virginia that might have affected the
nature of recommendations in the report.

In contrast,

Toward the Year 2000 notes that "many of the recommendations
in this report will require additional funding if they are
to be implemented"

(CFVCCS, p. 46).

To give some example for the "extraordinary and
debilitating"

(SCHEV, 1992, p. 6) effect of the budget

reductions:
Using constant dollars, in 1979-80 the VCCS received
general fund appropriations of $199.1 million;
in
1989-90 the general fund appropriation was $185.2
million.
For approximately the same relative dollars,
the VCCS served more than 14,000 more full-time
equivalent students. (Legislative Program, p. 3)
And, specifically, the colleges and universities:
received a 2 percent reduction in their 1989-90 general
fund support.
This has been followed by an 11 percent
reduction for 1990-91, and a 17 percent reduction for
1991-92...a period when enrollment has grown by 8
percent. (SCHEV, 1992, p. 6)
SCHEV1s U21: Issues Affecting the Future of Virginia's
Colleges and Universities publication notes that,
"unprecedented budget cuts that eventually totalled $413
million"

(January 12, 1993, p. 1) were felt by Virginia

higher education in the period 1990 through early 1993.
Indeed, the state's higher education institutions:
will need more than $200 million in additional state
funds in 1994-96 to return faculty salaries to the 60th
percentile nationally and to provide student aid,
equipment and technology, library materials, new
positions for enrollment growth, new entities already
begun to serve additional students, and adequate
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maintenance of buildings and campuses.
12, 1993, p.l)

(SCHEV, January

This economic situation certainly affects most issue
areas in Toward the Year 2000, and one may wonder why the
conditions were not more concretely predicted.

As the

"Presidents' Report" contained in the 1991-92 Virginia Plan
states:

"Many colleges will be understaffed... Virginia

colleges will lose their advantage in hiring and keeping
excellent faculties... funding for library materials will
decrease"
outdated.

(p. 8), and equipment inventories will be
It is hard now to envision that VCCS leaders in

1988 believed the system to be in "a time of relative
stability," a period in which "the specter of a reduction in
force that haunted some of the colleges only a few years ago
has receded"

(CFVCCS, p. v i ) .

Johnas Hockaday stated that no one was predicting the
budget shortfall of 1989-90, or particularly its severity.
He recounts that higher education leadership relied on the
Commonwealth of Virginia's economic forecasts; these
"predicted a $500 million surplus in 1989, which became a
$400 million shortfall"
1994) .

(personal conversation, January 4,

Nonetheless, Hockaday feels that the report set an

appropriate direction for issues that would take the VCCS
through the year 2000.

Gordon Davies,

SCHEV Director,

recalls that in 1988-89 when the Committee on the Future of
the VCCS was completing its work and the U21 Commission was
pulling information together for The Case for Change, only

one person in the state was forecasting a fiscal downturn.
Andy Fogarty, Governor Baliles1 Chief of Staff "forecast
demands exceeding revenue capacities for the state"
(personal conversation, January 4, 1994), but was apparently
not encouraged to spread that word widely because of the
upcoming election.
state government.

Fogarty's was a minority opinion in
Davies notes that the U21 Commission had

hired Roy Pearson from the College of William and Mary to
prepare an economic forecast for the planners.

This study

"forecast improvement and long-term growth for the state"
and subsequent resource benefits to higher education
(personal conversation, January 4, 1994).

Davies accents

the difficulty of running state organizations with continued
scare resources.

Oliver believes heartily that the

recession and concomitant high tuitions drove the
legislative agenda for the next four years

(personal

conversation, December 29, 1993) and have helped erode
confidence in higher education's use of resources.

In

truth, Deborah DiCroce, a Committee on the Future of the
VCCS member, has expressed,

"the Commonwealth's economic

downturn and resultant budget reversions retarded the work
of the commission"

(personal letter, March 16, 1993) .

The same indicators that might have predicted the
budget backslide may also have suggested a need for
fundamental change and restructuring in the institutions.
Paul Peterson criticizes that committee reports "will seldom
call for institutional reorganization"

(1983, p. 9);

Toward

the Year 2000 could be accused of this.
chapter of the report,

In the "Resources"

for instance, the authors might have

called for more dramatic new methods of financing
enrollment, rather than changing the percentage of "Appendix
M."

Similarly, recruiting volunteers and finding

efficiencies with current operating procedures seem slightly
weak compared to a suggestion of new, more effective
structures.

Machiavelli once stated that new structures

should be devised only when existing ones fail to produce
results.

It may be that it took the advent of the 1990

state budget shortfall to jolt higher education in Virginia
into realizing that it could not produce consistently the
same results under the existing structure.

Structural

change, or changes in administrative staffing,
delivery, and support services,

instructional

may have been more pressing

as faculty forewent raises, class sizes increased, and
clerical support diminished during the 1990-93 period.
VCCS Chancellor Oliver is quick to point out that
current dialogue on restructuring in Virginia higher
education is not related to Toward the Year 2000, because
the report called for change within a totally different
context than the system faces today.

In 1988,

"the system

was looking at tremendous expansion, a growing economy,
etc."

(personal conversation, December 29, 1993).

two years,

Within

the system was looking at reversions and

efficiencies.
criticism more,

The U21 document may have circumvented this
for instance, because it is described as a
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philosophical plan "for good times and bad"

(Davies,

conversation, January 4, 1994) and "not a report hinging on
money"

(Pratt, conversation, January 4, 1994) .

Its focus on

"conceptual redrawing" and "taking nothing for granted" may
make it more apparently malleable under a context of
restructuring and reorganization (Pratt, conversation,
January 4, 1994).
As a third weakness, Toward the Year 2000 did not sound
an alarm about significant enrollment growth to occur by the
end of the decade.

According to SCHEV reports,

the higher

education system in Virginia must absorb "at least 65,000
additional students...by the year 2001"

(1993, p. 2).

Enrollment that crept up by 1 and 2 percent in 1990 and 1991
"will begin growing more rapidly around 1995"

(1992, p. 14).

At that time, it will consistently grow at about 8,000 to
10,000 students per year

(1993, p. 4).

Higher Education predicts that,

The State Council of

"because of tuition costs

and demographic factors, the pattern of student
enrollment...probably will shift somewhat toward the
community colleges"

(1993, p. 4), so that these institutions

will add nearly 4,000 FTE students, while senior
institutions will add approximately 2,250 FTE students.

The

impending strain for the VCCS is evident from the 1991-92
Virginia Plan recommendation that:
The higher education system can accommodate enrollment
growth during the decade by encouraging more high
school graduates to attend community colleges for the
first two years of their baccalaureate education and
accepting more transfer students at the senior
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institutions.
Students who require developmental or
remedial education also can be referred to the
community colleges so that all senior institutions can
get out of remedial education. (SCHEV, 1992, p. 12)
This diversion of students into the community colleges
requires adding resources to accommodate greater numbers in
regular courses, but it also requires that funds be
forthcoming for expanding the more labor-intensive programs
such as remedial education.

Enrollment growth in the later

1990s could have contributed pressing justification for some
of the committee report recommendations.
As a weak criticism, one may offer that the report text
itself did not evince a follow-up mechanism to assure that
Toward the Year 2000 would be used for planning purposes in
the VCCS.

For instance, how were the recommendations to

have diffused to institutional personnel, legislators,
students, and other members of the public?

The Governor's

Advisory Committee for Workforce Virginia 2000, as an
example, had specifically recommended appointment of an
Advocacy Council on Workforce Virginia 2000 "to advocate
these recommendations and to report to him on its progress"
(Governor's Advisory Committee, p. 7).

This Advocacy

Council regularly meets and reports on the status of each
recommendation from The Virginia Plan for Strengthening the
Commonwealth's 21st Century Workforce.

Because of this,

information is consistently updated and circulated and the
workforce group has more incentive for making active strides
with follow-up.
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The committee's architect, Johnas Hockaday, states
that, although such follow-up was never written into the
report or on any other document he can point to, the VCCS
leadership assumed that the report would be "evaluated every
five years for adjustments" and the task forces to follow
"would make recommendations for action"
conversation, January 4, 1994).

(personal

Similarly, Dr. Oliver

recalls that "there was certainly an expectation that there
would be follow-up"
1993) .

(personal conversation, December 29,

And Donald Puyear is very specific in his

description of planned follow-up activities in his oral
histories, as related in Chapter 4.
The Johnson and Marcus elements of commission
effectiveness could also be expanded to include the
statement that an effective commission should provide a
formal follow-up mechanism to assist with advocacy of
commission recommendations.

Although the Committee on the

Future of the VCCS did initiate a survey to establish
priorities and form task forces for action on those issues,
the report does not refer to such a process.

It seems that

chances of follow-up occurring in a regular and sustained
manner would be enhanced with a written plan for such.
David Pierce notes that no formal coordinating
mechanism was in place in the central office to facilitate
action on Toward the Year 2000 recommendations after the
report's advent.

His impression was that the report was

sent out for the colleges to interpret, but there was "not a
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lot of organization in place to try to carry it out."
Additionally, he contends that full ownership did not
transition from Hockaday, because a follow-up mechanism was
not detailed or put in place.

Contributing to that effect

was the fact that the recession "occupied most of our
attention"

(personal conversation, January 17, 1994).

Strengths of the Committee:
Previous discussion in Chapter 4 shows that the
Committee on the Future of the VCCS fulfilled most of
Johnson and Marcus'
extents.

"Elements of Effectiveness," to varying

These elements, from Figure 1 in Chapter 2,

include:
1)

Eminent members with a range of views and interests;

2)

A clear and comprehensive charge;

3)

Enough meetings to understand and act on the charge;

4)

A strong leader;

5)

An appropriate number of knowledgeable staff;

6)

Inclusion of public opinion on issues and solutions
devised;

7)

A report that:
a)
addresses objectives of the charge,
b)
adequately documents problems,
c)
makes clear recommendations with relationship to
the problems, and
d)
provides documentation concerning the
recommendations; and

8)

Commissioners who actively support and help implement
the report produced.
(Johnson and Marcus, p. 72)
Johnson and Marcus argue, supplementally, that a

committee is most effective if it "produced an immediate and
recognizable change in the postsecondary structure,

functions, or processes in a state"

(1986, p. 29) .

Chapter

4 illustrates that many planning issues isolated by Toward
the Year 2000 were those which would continue to affect the
VCCS through the 1990s.

Virginia documents indicate that

the General Assembly between 1991 and 1993 funded areas that
were referenced in the report, to include increasing
financial aid, adding instructional positions,

financing

library automation, proposing general obligation bond
issues,

increasing faculty salaries, expanding the Equipment

Trust Fund, and funding planning for site expansion.
Particularly issues such as financial aid, salary increases,
and capital resource funding were made more prominent and
urgent as a result of the budget deficits which occurred
beginning in 1989-90, but they emerged as issues that were
important to the VCCS regardless of the state's fiscal
condition.
Within two years of the charrette, the VCCS task forces
had identified and created study areas such as General
Education and Continuing Education and Non-credit
Instruction, had met, drawn up recommendations for the
areas, and presented them to the VCCS for implementation.
Six such task forces completed their initial work by 1990.
The results for two task forces --general education and
technology--have been specific recommendations for
implementation in the colleges.

The other task forces have

precipitated current action that is creating professional
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development opportunities, building capital projects, and
redefining continuing education.
The topic of faculty and staff development was one that
lingered more undefined until it was recently revived by the
VCCS Chancellor.

Obviously, development becomes even more

imperative when difficult fiscal circumstances cause
existing staff to be stretched farther.

Similarly,

the

Distance Education Focus Group was created last year in
order to upgrade the work of an earlier task force because
of recent technological advances.

These two examples evince

that, although leadership for some issues declined when
Hockaday left the VCCS in 1990, many items defined in Toward
the Year 2000 were germane enough five years later to
warrant continued action.

Arnold Oliver notes that,

although the "ownership" was not there for promoting the
entire Toward the Year 2000 agenda after Hockaday left the
system, from an "historical perspective," the issues raised
in the document have significance.

This illustrates why

Oliver sees the work as a "planning-to-plan document,"
rather than a "mandate for change"
December 29, 1993) or action.

(personal conversation,

The document may not now be

the single vision that Hockaday envisioned for the VCCS, but
many issues from it are still considered crucial.
The fact that Toward the Year 2000 is still referred to
in VCCS planning documents is a tribute to its
appropriateness as a planning base.

Other higher education

documents from SCHEV echo tenets similar to those of the
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committee report.

Nonetheless,

Puyear has noted that:

Despite its title, Toward The Year 2000 is probably not
best described as a long-range plan.
It, too, was a
reexamination of mission and priorities...The follow-up
to the report--the prioritization of the
recommendations, the implementation task forces, etc.-was closer to what most people think about when they
talk about long-range planning, (bitnet communication,
August 31, 1993)
Similarly, Arnold Oliver considers the document "a watershed
document for future planning," not a reference that drives
the vision and legislative agenda for the VCCS
conversation, December 29, 1993).

(personal

These perspectives lead

this researcher to summarize the report's benefits as
follows in the next paragraphs.
The strength of the report is in its expose of
challenges facing the VCCS, and its appeal as a
philosophical planning base for the system.
Deal argues,

As Terrence

the importance of a commission may not be in

measurable change, but in ceremony (1985, p. 150).
Accordingly,

this researcher's first exposure to Toward the

Year 2000 occurred when Dr. John H. Upton, president of
Rappahannock Community College,

issued her a copy of that

document and Building Communities on her first day at work
in a VCCS college.

Dr. Upton explained that these provided

the philosophical background and issues definitions that
would prepare one to understand the work of the community
colleges

(personal conversation, October 4, 1991).

Edward Hines

(1988) declares that commissions are "more

helpful at defining policy issues than actually solving

problems or formulating specific solutions"

(p. 8).

Dr.

Genene Pavlidis at SCHEV agrees that the VCCS committee
process was "useful as a way of setting public policy"
(personal conversation, January 5, 1994).

Toward the Year

2000 is strong in evaluating the challenges facing community
college education at the time of its writing.

In defining

pertinent issues, it has created a vision for VCCS planning
issues that, by evidence available, will endure through the
year 2000.

It has also analyzed the problems using

appropriate data to support its recommendations.
scholar notes,

As one

"much change in higher education fails

because it grows out of an incorrect or incomplete analysis
of the problem addressed"

(Nordvall, p. 42).

The paper

solicitation and charrette methods used by the Committee on
the Future of the VCCS to produce Toward the Year 2000
contributed to a more balanced and complete analysis, as the
process allowed for a mix of opinions and experiences of
many expert participants.

As Oliver explains,

that process

was useful in identifying "a huge number of needs"

(personal

conversation, December 29, 1993), ending with 74
recommendations.

This may be why at least a handful of

those issues remain in the planning limelight.
Contributions to Knowledge and Practice:
This study of the Committee on the Future of the VCCS
and its report, Toward the Year 2000, has tested the Johnson
and Marcus

(1986) model for effective commissions.

researcher finds that, overall,

This

the model describes elements
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that reasonably contribute to success of one committee's
effort.

The study has, however, suggested additional

elements that could expand the model to further increase
chances for committee success.

These are:

1)

the charge from the commissioning body should contain
provisions for follow-up;

2)

the recommendations should consider all issues,
particularly those that may be considered difficult or
contentious;

3)

the committee's work should provoke immediate results;
if no specific action is taken on recommendations in 1
to 2 years, implementation may be incidental or
accidental;

4)

recommendations should link with agency plans for the
system, or other affecting planning documents; and

5)

the committee's recommendations should be made based on
current and projected economic conditions.

Evidence from this study's inquiry, as presented in Chapter
4, has indicated that these elements do appear to enhance
the legitimacy of the committee's effort.
One of the study's original research questions was,
"does conformity with the expanded Johnson and Marcus model
necessitate ultimate committee effectiveness?"

Considering

the analysis presented in Chapter 4, one can answer "yes,"
but with conditions.

First, other studies must be done of

other committees with differing charges to determine if the
elements apply to those committees as well.

Then one can

compare several of these studies to come up with a valid
evaluation for the model.

This study only illustrates that

the model is legitimate for these circumstances.
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in addition to testing and expanding the Johnson and
Marcus elements of effective commissions, this study tracks
the progress made on issues identified in one report to
determine if the committee effort was worthwhile.
Indications are that action was provoked by the committee
activity, and that the report remains a useable document
with an enduring philosophical base for the system.

The

documented effects from the committee work should also make
the Committee of 100 members feel good about their efforts
in producing the report.

The report now provides VCCS

employees with a "tradition" to rally around;

this is

important for an institution that is still relatively young.
Suggestions for Further Study;
This study has evaluated the committee process and the
text of the report from the Committee on the Future of the
VCCS.

In so doing, it evaluates the qualities that would

indicate success and endurance for the immediate term.

To

evaluate completely the longevity and impact of committee
recommendations,

further study is required in the following

areas:
1)

Follow-up with individual colleges in the VCCS would
indicate the extent to which committee recommendations
have been implemented at their institutions and would
determine what the impediments may have been for those
not implemented.

It might also be that some colleges,

for one reason or another, never had any intention of
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implementing the report recommendations.

If so, then

why not?
2)

Surveys of individuals who served on the Committee of
100 at the charrette workshop would indicate what they
feel their role has been in advocating and implementing
recommendations.

This would also indicate what they

think the impact of the report has been at their
institutions.
3)

Surveys of faculty and staff at the VCCS colleges would
indicate how many actually know of the report, or how
many feel that it has affected them or their
institutions.

4)

A specific study of the budget process for higher
education in Virginia would indicate better how and if
funded items are linked to issues espoused in committee
reports such as Toward the Year 2000 or The Case for
Change.

Summary;
This researcher hopes that this study can contribute to
an area that is under-studied--namely,
reports in higher education.
proliferating.

the use of commission

Commission use is

And as the pressure from external sources

for operational accountability and explanation of what one
receives for an increasingly large tuition check, commission
activity may become an even more prominent introspection and
change mechanism.

It is helpful to know more about how that

mechanism works and how effective it is at producing change.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

I.
1.

2.

The Students
Each college should develop transportation alterna
tives for individuals who would otherwise be unable
to attend college.
Each college should develop programs to help meet
the child care needs of adult students with families.

3.

The State Board for Community Colleges should
make eveiy effort to maintain student tuition and
fees a t the lowest level possible.

4.

Each college should develop expanded and more
flexible financial aid programs to help meet the
financial needs of underserved populations.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

As the nature of the community college student
body becomes more diverse and the needs of these
students become more complex, each college should
provide strong enrollment management, counseling,
and support services which make use of the latest
technology and which are an integral part of the to
tal college program.
Virginia community colleges should give recognition
to and expand services for academically talented
individuals. Each college should develop enrich
ment programs, in cooperation with load school
systems, for academically talented high school stu
dents; develop scholarship or grant programs to give
recognition to academically talented persons; de
velop honors courses or programs, as appropriate,
for academically talented students; and be strong
advocates for the promotion and support of active
local chapters of Phi Theta Kappa, the national
honor society for community college students.
Each college should develop effective student affir
mative action programs including such strategies as
summer enrichment opportunities for minority
students, early identification programs focusing on
junior high school minority students, and ongoing
precollege experiences for minority students to in
crease their participation in community college pro
grams.
Each college should establish outreach centers to
recruit students from underserved populations for
appropriate college programs.
Each college should expand and improve services for
those individuals who have been underserved by
higher education. These individuals include but are
not limited to minorities, single parents, low income
adults, dislocated workers, older adults, non-high
school graduates, and handicapped or disabled per
sons.

10. The Virginia Community College System should de
velop strategically placed centers at selected
community colleges which give special attention to
the needs of handicapped or disabled individuals
from all regions of Virginia. These centers would be
established to provide quality instruction for indi

viduals with specific handicapping conditions. Col
leges with centers would serve as consultants to
other community colleges throughout the system to
assist these colleges in meeting the needs of handi
capped students.
II.

The Curriculum

1.

The Virginia Community College System should
reaffirm its mission statement and encourage
community colleges to be creative and aggressive in
meeting community needs.

2.

The VCCS should provide special funding for cre
ative pilot programs which demonstrate new ap
proaches to fulfilling the mission of the system.
The VCCS should cooperate with the State Depart
ment of Education to sturty the state standards of
learning as they change and to plan for curriculum
revision at the college leveL

3.

4.

The VCCS should foster citizenship responsibility
through the inclusion of basic information on geog
raphy. histoiy, and national, state, and local gov
ernment in its programs. TTiis is particularly im
portant for occupational-technical programs.

5.

The VCCS should develop innovative delivery sys
tems for the teaching of foreign language skills to
business, industry, government, and community
groups interested in the conversational skills necessaiy in an international community.

6.

The VCCS should study the inclusion of foreign lan
guages in the core of common learning of curricular
programs.
Community colleges must remain innovative and
flexible in their approaches to developmental educa
tion and understand that developmental education
consists of more than classroom instruction. Each
college should ensure that adequate student support
services, such as staffed learning laboratories, diag
nostic and placement testing, academic advising,
and counseling are provided; an appropriate diver
sity of instructional methodology is employed; and
the latest technology based on the changing body of
knowledge and teaching styles are constantly em
ployed.

7.

8.

9.

Virginia community colleges should refer students
identified as reading below the fifth grade level, or
with acute mathematical deficiencies, to local liter
acy providers, to community college programs de
signed for that level, or to other appropriate agen
cies.
Each college should develop an agreement with the
regional literacy coordinating committee in its area
specifying the college’s involvement in literacy ser
vices for the region. Each college should also de
velop a directory of support services that it can pro
vide and disseminate the directory to the appropri
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ment, health and social services, law and law
enforcement, the professions, technology and
technology transfer, and trades;
Area II: programs
organized to provide help
in the solution of problems confronting the
state, such as aging, citizenship, community
development and housing, criminal justioe,
environment, health and safety, and human
relations and communications; and

ate regional literacy committee. Further, the VCCS
should disseminate to all colleges an overview of
effective literacy strategies and projects.
10. Each college should take the lead in initiating agree
ments to provide workplace literacy training for
business and industry. Further, in order that small
businesses may participate in workplace literacy
training in a cost effective manner, each college
should consider the development of a small business
consortium.

Area HI:
programs
designed to addressthe
needs of targeted populations, such as dis
placed homemakers, the educationally or eco
nomically disadvantaged, the functionally il
literate, the unemployed and underemployed,
and welfare and public assistance recipients.

11. By 1992 the State Board for Community Colleges
should evaluate the community college's involve
ment in literacy efforts; assess the Commonwealth’s
efforts to check adult illiteracy; define the future
directions of community college involvement; and
request appropriate resources.
III.
The Community
1. The VCCS should expand opportunities for lifelong
learning; which is fundamental to the comprehen
sive mission of community colleges.

Community service programs eligible for state
funding should meet defined standards to assure
quality comparable to the credit programs.
State funding support for community service
programs should be based on specified criteria,
namely:

2.

A:

The State Board for Community Colleges should ex
pand its policy statement on community services as
follows: (The proposed new language is in italics.)
Community colleges should provide a rich
array o f adult and continuing education
programs to encourage lifelong learning
and to help citizens meet their personal,
civic, and career goals. These programs
should be a high priority, draw upon the
total available resources o f the college, and
reflect both community needs and the edu
cational strengths o f the institution.

3.

The facilities and personnel of each com
munity college 8hall be available to pro
vide specialized services to help meet the
cultural and educational needs of the re
gion served by the community college.
This service includes programs not con
ducted in classrooms such as cultural
events, workshops, meetings, lectures,
conferences, seminars, forums for discus
sion o f community problems, and special
community projects which are designed to
provide needed cultural and educational
opportunities for the citizens of the re
gions.
The State Board for Community Colleges should re
quest that the General Assembly establish the
eligibility of three areas of community service pro
gramming for state funding:
Area I:
programs structured to provide skills
and/or knowledge for occupational im
provement, such as agriculture and food pro
duction, business and industry, clerical and of
fice services, education, engineering, govern
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B:

15 contact hours in community service pro
grams should equal 1 semester credit for the
purpose of computing an equated annual
FTES.
Funding should be phased in over a three-year
period as follows:
1989-90: 30 percent overhead dollars should be
replaced by general fund dollars on 80/20
ratio;
1990-91: state funding should be provided on a
50/50 ratio of state support to tuition
support;
1991-92: state funding should be provided on
an 80/20 state fund to tuition fund ratio.

4.

The VCCS should assure that communication be
tween the Virginia Department of Economic
Development and VCCS colleges remains open.
Further, the VCCS should support the coordination
of programs between the colleges and the depart
m ent

5.

The VCCS should continue and enlarge its work
with the Governor’s Employment and Training
Council and other appropriate coordinating bodies
to clarify and strengthen the community college role
in providing cost effective sponsored training, such
as Job Training Partnership Act programs.

6.

The VCCS should work with the Center for Innova
tive Technology to broaden the experimental
technology transfer and economic transfer program
to include all colleges in the system and to
strengthen and broaden the role of the program to
include problem areas other than "high-tech.’
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7.

8.

The State Board for Community Colleges should in
clude in its legislative plan the promotion of eco
nomic development through the establishment and
staffing of economic development centers at each
college.
The State Board for Community Colleges should re
quest that the General Assembly provide in-state
tuition privileges for employees and their families
who move to Virginia and establish Virginia resi
dency as a result of company expansion or re
location.
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7.

V.
1.

The Classroom and Instruction
The VCCS should establish a program of Chancel
lor's Commonwealth Professor appointments to
recognize and support teaching excellence in the
Virginia Community College System. These ap
pointments might have the following features:
* three-year terms;
* a stipend in addition to base salary; and
* appropriate release time to support the con
ducting of a self-directed project of personal
and professional development related to
teaching responsibilities.
The Commonwealth Professors might do the fol
lowing:
* participate periodically in VCCS sponsored
Commonwealth Professor seminars dealing
with interdisciplinary topics and issues con
fronting community college education; and
* be available to serve in various advisory capaci
ties to the chancellor on matters relating to
curriculum, instruction, and faculty welfare.
Chancellor's Commonwealth Professors should be
selected through a process of rigorous institutional
and systemwide peer review involving nomination
by their respective institutions and review by a
panel that would select systemwide a limited num
ber of candidates for appointment by the chancellor.

2.

The VCCS should develop a statewide plan for the
cost-effective utilization of telecommunication tech
nologies. This plan should include at least the fol
lowing:
* a list of common elements of a telecommunica
tions network which are necessary for an inte
grated system to operate;
* recommendations with regard to the changing
role and function of college libraries and
learning resource centers; and
* a common approach to the definition of faculty
workload within a telecommunications en
vironment
Consideration also should be given to the implica
tions of these instructional technologies for faculty
preparation and faculty development
The VCCS should establish statewide cooperative
centers of instructional specialization at various
community colleges which would provide a dis

IV.
Partnerships
1. Each college should assess the needs for and estab
lish additional partnerships with elementary, mid
dle, and secondary schools to encourage academic
excellence, enhance career awareness, reduce the
dropout rate, provide faculty enrichment, promote
continuity in general education and technical stud
ies, and increase the percentage of students pursu
ing postsecondaiy education.
2. Each college should assess the needs for and estab
lish additional partnerships with senior colleges
which strengthen the transfer function of the col
lege and which increase the transfer rates of all stu
dents, particularly Asians, Hispanics, and blacks.
3.

Each college should develop strategies for encour
aging, coordinating, and assessing additional
partnerships among business, industry, and gov
ernment which promote economic development;
provide training and retraining of the work force;
and increase exchanges between educators and em
ployers to keep faculty expertise closely related to
work force needs. Additionally, each college should
assume leadership for establishing partnerships
which promote high standards of productivity and
commitment to quality in order to ensure long-term
economic growth.

4.

The VCCS should continue to take an active role in
providing education and employment training for
incarcerated persons to prepare them for transition
and return to society.

5.

Each college should take the lead in building addi
tional partnerships with community agencies,
organizations, and governments which promote in
creased community leadership and citizenship and
which assist with the elimination of community
problems such as illiteracy, unemployment, and un
deremployment
The VCCS should explore and develop opportunities
for the colleges to establish international partner
ships with foreign governments and colleges for the
following purposes:
* promoting international awareness;
* sharing technology and instructional systems;

6.

providing for student faculty and staff ex
changes; and
* linking the community with the international
partner.
Each college should be a part of a VCCS statewide
educational telecommunications network to provide
improved opportunities for students and increased
faculty and staff development

3.
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tinctive emphasis an an identified aspect of the
classroom and instruction. The areas of specializa
tion would include, but not be limited to, the fol
lowing;
* telecourse production;
* telecourse delivery;
* interactive video disc production;
* self-paced learning coursework production;
* video cassette production;
* computer software development;
* classroom research;
* teaching effectiveness and productivity re
search;
* learning evaluation and assessment research;
and
* learning and teaching styles research.
VI.
1.

2.

3.

The Faculty and S ta ff
The VCCS should review faculty responsibilities and
workload policies to assure that these policies are
appropriate and that they promote excellence. This
review should include consideration of the implica
tion of instructional technologies, teaching loads in
terms of credit and contact hours, committee re
sponsibilities, extracurricular activities, action re
search, planning time, office hours, class size, and
the effect of overloads.
The VCCS should develop a comprehensive faculty
and staff development program to include the
identification and preparation of future teachers
and staff. Such a program must emphasize the in
clusion of minorities and women with provisions for
specific incentives.
The VCCS should develop and seek funding for a
faculty and staff professional growth and renewal
program. Components of the plan should include
sabbaticals and short-term leaves, participation in
national and statewide conferences and workshops,
retraining and upgrading, working in industry,
statewide recognition programs, released time, and
endowed chairs. This plan should contain special
funding of a t least 2 percent of the VCCS instruc
tional budget

4.

The VCCS should study whether the quota system
on faculty ranks should be retained.

5.

The VCCS should develop a policy regarding the se
lection, orientation, compensation, evaluation, re
newal, and use of part-time faculty.

6.

The number of minority faculty and staff in the
VCCS must be increased. Each college should im
plement effective strategies for the recruitment,
retention, and advancement of minorities and
women as part of its affirmative action plan. Fur
ther, the VCCS should conduct a series of special
workshops to deal solely with affirmative action
matters.
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VII.
M arketing an d R etention Program s
1. The VCCS should develop a system-wide compre
hensive marketing plan focusing on the enhance
ment of the stature of community colleges in Vir
ginia.
2.

3.

Each Virginia community college should develop
and implement a comprehensive marketing plan
and a comprehensive retention plan. Also, the
VCCS should provide mechanisms for colleges to
share elements of the plans.
The VCCS system office and each college should
conduct quality marketing research. The results of
such research should be communicated throughout
the system and should be used in the development of
current and future marketing plans.

4.

Each college should develop or improve programs
which give attention to the retention of students
who begin their studies at the community college.
These programs should include but not be limited to
improved faculty advising programs; early alert and
intervention systems for at-risk students; improved
orientation programs for full- and part-time stu
dents; programs to encourage effective customer
relations and caring attitudes among faculty, admin
istration, and staff; strengthened student activities
programs to encourage a greater sense of com
munity among students and greater out-of-class
contact between faculty and students; and entry
level assessment and placement programs to ensure
that students are properly prepared for successful
completion of college-level courses.

5.

The State Board for Community Colleges should
request the General Assembly to modify current
restrictions on the use of public funds for advertis
ing to allow community colleges to effectively com
municate with their target audiences.

VIII.

Facilities

1.

The State Board for Community Colleges should de
velop and adopt a revised comprehensive Master
Facilities Plan that includes updating the site plan
for each of the colleges and that specifically ad
dresses the needs for additional locations for cam
puses or centers as well as the disposition of exist
ing facilities.

2.

The VCCS should develop strategies to update facili
ties to meet the needs created by changes in the
curriculum, student demographics, and advanced
technology. Such facilities might include space for
physical education, student commons, and audi
toriums. Further, the VCCS should pursue changes
in SCHEV space guidelines and funding priorities to
accommodate these changing needs.
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3.

4.

5.

6

7

8.

IX.

The State Board for Community Colleges should
seek to have facilities that support the community
service mission assigned a higher priority than in
the past and to establish the principle that any facil
ity that supports the mission of the VCCS should
receive state funding for maintenance and operating
costs.
The State Board for Community Colleges should re
quest that the General Assembly provide state
funding for site acquisitions, site improvements,
and site maintenance.
The State Board for Community Colleges should
support the concept of facility sharing with local
private or governmental agencies.
The concept of maintenance reserve ftmding is ap
plauded. The VCCS should strive to assure that the
maintenance reserve fund is adequately funded and
is vigorously and systematically applied to the main
tenance of college facilities.
The State Board for Community Colleges should
continue its emphasis on mqor system replacement
and renovation.
The State Board for Community Colleges should ex
plore the issuance of bonds, or some other dedicated
revenue sources, to obtain Rinding for the upgrad
ing, repair, and replacement of mqjor infrastructure
systems and for new construction projects.
R esources

1.

The VCCS should continue to request funds from
the General Assembly as a single system.

2.

The State Board for Community Colleges should
seek changes to the funding base which acknowledge
the support and services provided to part-time and
underprepared students.

3.

4.

The VCCS should study the further development
and refinement of normative standards in all main
tenance and operation (M&O) funding categories.
The VCCS should continue to study and refine the
distribution of resources model in order to maintain
equity and a consistency of capability among the
colleges.

5.

The VCCS should explore various alternatives for
funding of actual or projected enrollments.

6.

The VCCS should explore the further automation of
registration, payroll, accounting, personnel, li
braries, preventive maintenance, and other func
tions which would be enhanced by the use of tech
nology.

7.

Each college should develop procedures for the in
creased use of volunteer staff in certain offices and
college functions.
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X.

A ssessm ent and Accountability

1.

Each college should continue to develop and im
prove its programs to assess students' progress to
ward accomplishing their goals. The primaiy pur
pose of these assessment programs should be to im
prove instruction and student support services.

2.

Each college should develop a program of entiy level
assessment and placement for all students admitted
to a degree program. Placement criteria should be
established, and entry level assessment in mathe
matics, writing, and reading should be required.

3.

Each college should consider appropriate entry level
assessment and placement policies for students ad
mitted to nondegree programs, for noncurricular
part-time students in selected courses, and for
participants in certain programs for business and
industry.

XI.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Leadership Toward the Year 2000
The State Board for Community Colleges should
continue the dialogue already established to increase
mutual understanding of the roles of the State
Board for Community Colleges and local college
boards.
The chancellor and the college presidents should be
primaiy advocates of teaching and learning within
the VCCS and in all colleges.
To increase participation in the decision-making
process, each college president should regularly
meet with representatives of various college groups,
including faculty, administrators, classified staff,
students, and representatives of curriculum advi
sory committees.
The VCCS should continue to nurture new leader
ship for the future from all segments, including
teaching faculty, administrative faculty, support
staff, local college boards, curriculum advisory
committees, and students.

6.

Each college should plan for new types of leadership
positions in such areas as literacy, assessment, aca
demic projects development, community outreach,
and innovative resource development

6.

The VCCS should continue to assure that members
of other state agencies and the legislature are well
informed about VCCS programs and objectives so
that they might understand, appreciate, and sup
port them.
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I.

THE STUDENTS

VIRGINIA AND NATIONAL TRENDS
In Building Communities: A Vision for a
New Century, the AACJC Commission on the
Future of Community Colleges cited a number
of national trends. Virginia generally follows
these trends, as can be seen by the following
comparison of data from the national report
with similar data for Virginia for the most re
cent academic year (1987-88).1

Age and Attendance Patterns of
Community College Students
The national report describes community
college students, and the challenge that they
represent, by saying:
Most students are commuters, a vast ma
jority have other commitments and at
tend part-time. There is a bringing to
gether of young, not-so-young, and old.
Many students are economically disad
vantaged. The challenge is immense.
What works with full-time, single, wellprepared, residential students does not
necessarily work with part-time students
who havejobs and families-and who have
often experienced less academic success in
their previous schooling.2
In Virginia only 24.3 percent of commu
nity college students are full-time students,
the remaining 75.7 percent are part-time stu
dents enrolled for an average of 4.5 credits.3
The age distribution of Virginia’s community
college students is shown in Table 3.

High School Completion
The national report describes the in
creasing proportion of the under 18 years of
age population which is black or Hispanic and
notes with alarm the fact that black and His
panic young people are precisely those with
whom most of our nation’s schools have been
least successful. The report states, "While 77

Table 3. Age of VCCS Students
Age Enrollment
Under 18
2,063
18-21
32,649
22-24
15,500
25-34
37,937
35-44
22,669
10,804
45-59
1.464
60 and older
Total
123,086

Percent
1.7%
26.5%
12.6%
30.8%
18.4%
8.8%
1.2%
100.0%

Source: VCCS Enrollment Report, Fall 1987

percent of white 18- and 19-year-olds in this
country are high school graduates, only 63
percent of blacks and 50 percent of Hispanics
in this age group complete secondary educa
tion."4

Com munity Colleges m ust
help to solve the
dropout problem .
(B u ild in g C om m unities, p. 9)

The corresponding figures for Virginia
show that 76.4 percent of whites, 63.8 percent
of blacks, and 74.8 percent of Hispanics com
plete high school.
The national report states the following:
Com munity colleges m ust help to solve
th e dropout problem . If they do not, m i
nority students will continue to leave
school a t th e cu rren t rate, an increasing
proportion of our citizens will face th e
prospects o f social and economic failure,
and com m unities will languish.3

9
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